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In Our 93rd Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 26, 1972

Seen&Heard Two Accidents
Occur Here
Around
On Wednesday
Murray
Vice-President Agnew was at
his best when he said that
McGovern could not win the
south even with Rhett Butler as
his running mate.
A lone Cardinal in the back
yard. He'll probably stay all
winter.
Did you notice how quickly
the flocks of Robins left One
day they were here and the next
day, gone. South.
Murray High School has put
up a lot of fence. It stretches'
from here to younder.
You read about low down
people from time to time and
still another surfaced over the
past week. A big Fallow buck
in an enclosure in the 1131, was
slaughtered and only the head
and hind quarters were taken.
Thousands of children viewed.
the beautiful animal with his big
rack. Vandals apparently liked
him too, well enough to cut the
fence, kill him and take his head
and hind quarters.

Three Treated
After Wreck
Three persons were treated
at the emergency room of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, on Wednesday after
being involved in a two vehicle
accident at the intersection of
Highway 121 South t New
Concord Road) and the old
Murray-Paris Road.
Treated at the hospital at
11:10 a.m. were Mrs Willene
Alexander, age 21, of Paris,
Tenn., who had an injury of the
right knee and ankle, and her
mother, Mrs. Estelle Clark, age
54, of the same address, who
had no apparent injuries, according to hospital officials.
At 12:05 p.m. John _Prescott,
age .21, of Murray Route Four
was treated for an injury of the
right shoulder.
Mrs. Alexander and Mrs.
Clark were taken to the hospital
by a J.H. Churchill ambulance.
Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. Ross
Talley, age 21, Box 1118
University Station, was treated
for a fracture of the right knee
at the emergency room of the
hospital. He was reported to
have been injured in an
automobile accident Tuesday
morning.
EARLY MORNING FIRE
The Murray Fire Department
received a call this morning at6:10 to J and Soil, where a short
was reported in an air compressor: The fire was reported
to have been out upon arrival of
the firemen. Three trucks and
seven men responded to the
call.

Kirksey Camp No, 170
Plans

For

Family Night

Kirksey Camp No. 170
Woodmen of the World will hold
its annual Family Night Picnic
Saturday, October 28, at 6:30
p.m. at the Kirksey School
Cafeteria.
There will be entertainment
and each woman is asked to
bring a dessert. All other food
and drinks will be furnished by
the camp.
All Woodmen and their
families are invited.

Murray High Distributes
Report Cards Wednesday

Report cards for the first
grading period were distributed
at Murray High School on
Wednesday, according to
Principal Eli Alexander.
Parents were asked to
examine these cards, sign them
and return them to the school.
There are four grading periods
Today sunny and warmer, during the year with the first
with highs in the mid 60s. semester being completed at
Tonight slowly increasing the time of Christmas vacation.
cloudiness and not so cool, with
lows in the low 40s. Friday conCorrection
The Merida bedroom suite by
siderable cloudiness and mild
with a chance of showers. Caldwell advertised by ThurHighs around 70. Saturday mild man Furniture Wednesday
with rain likely. Precipitation should have been advertised at
probabllties are five per cent $569.95 instead of the advertised
today, 20 per cent tonight, and prite. The Ledger and Times
40 per cent Friday.
regrets this error.

The Weather

North Viet Says
U.S. Reneged On
Peace Settlement

Making String Musk...Kip Mason, ofelldurray High was among
about 200 junior and senior high school students from 18 schools in
three states—Kentucky, Missouri, and Tennessee—who participated in the 25th annual Quad-State String Orchestra Festival
at Murray State University Monday. Following a day of
rehearsals, students on the campus for the festival climaxed the
event with a concert and a recording session. Leonard D. Whitmer, assistant professor of music at Murray State and festival
chairman, said the purpose is "to encourage young string
players.
Photo by Wilson Woolley

SAIGON )AP) — North Vietnam declared today that the
United States agreed to sign a
peace pact next Tuesday but
then backed off and asked for
further negotiations, saying it
was having difficulty getting
Saigon to.ao along.
An official North Vietnamese
statement on the secret talks in
Paris between Henry A. Kissinger and Hanoi's peace negotiators apparently caught the United States and South Vietnam
by surprise.
In the first Saigon reaction,
the government's official radio
said: "A separate agreement
between North Vietnam and the
United States does not concern
us in any way.

President Nguyen Van Thieu
met for an hour with U.S. Ambassador Ellsworth Bunker, his
first meeting with an American
since Kissinger's visit ended
Monday, when the President's
national security adviser failed
to get him to agree to new
North Vietnamese peace terms.

In Paris, the Viet Cong urged
the United States to sign the
accord to "give proof of its
good will and good faith. Mrs.
Nguyen Thi Binh, chief of the
Viet Cong delegation, said a
U.S. signature would bring the
peace every one is waiting for.
The official Hanoi statement
said Kissinger had agreed to
the plan in his secret meetings
in Paris.
"We in South Vietnam have
This called for a cease-fire in
the right of self-determination,"
Vietnam within 24 hours of the
said the commentator.
signing of a peace agreement.
The White House declined
All prisoners of the war would
comment.
be released and all American
The North Vietnamese also
and foreign troops would be
read the statement to the Paris
withdrawn within 60 days.
A Ep•ant of SiV,I26.58 has been the federal share of grant— ( peace talks. Afterward U.S.
Negotiations would then begin
awarded for continuation $80,346.43—was made available Ambassador William J. Porter between the Saigon government
said
he
thought
it "preferable
support of the two-year-old by Social and Rehabilitation
and the Viet Cong to arrange
social work program at Murray Services in the U.S. Department not to make a formal statement elections for a coalition governat
this
point."
Education
State University.
Health,
and
of
ment.
Funded by 75 per cent federal Welfare through the Kentucky
"The government of the
Democratic Republic of Vietmoney and 25 per cent Department of Economic
Security.
nam firmly demands that the
university money,the grant will
The grant is a renewal of
U.S. government carry out exprovide support for unactly and correctly the agreed
dergraduate social work awards made for the past two
upon points and sign the agreeeducation and training to years, with the grant amount
ment on Oct. 31 in order to end
prepare students for entry level increasing as the program has
the war and restore peace in
positions in social services and grown in size Grants for the
Rodney
Paschall,
Lane
first two years totaled $26,763
graduate training in
social
remains in critical condition at Vietnam," the statement said.
gnd $52,052.
work.
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Hanoi ridiculed the "claim of
Dr. John H. Watson, chair- Paducah, according to officials
so-called difficulties in Saigon,"
Dr. Walter E. Blackburn, man
of the department of at the hospital.
calling it "simply an excuse
dean of the School of Arts and sociology
and anthropology,
The condition of Roger Potts which the U.S. side borrows to
Sciences at Murray State, said noted
that the social work and Howard Newsome is listed
postpone the realization of
program within his department as satisfactory by officials of
those matters on which the Unhas grown from one faculty the Murray-Calloway County
ited States has already given
member and 30 student majors Hospital this morning.
its promise."
at its beginning in the fall of
The three young men were
1970 to four faculty members
and about 175 majors this fall. injured in a one car accident on
Grant funds will be used, Highway 299 between Stella and
Watson
added, for faculty and Kirksey on Tuesday afternoon
voTed for various tax increases
secretariat
salaries, library about 3:15 p.m. as they were
in the 1972 session—including
returning horn from school.
the gasoline tax., business (Continued on Page Sixteen)
The other passenger in the car,
taxes, college tuition, water
James Randy Brame, died at
bills, car rentals, court actions,
6:45 p.m. at the Paducah
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
boat registration and higher ashospital from his injuries.
Former Gov. Louis B. Nunn resessment fees on dairy prodAll four men were juniors at sumed his criticism today of
ucts.
Calloway
County High School. Democratic presidential nomiHuddleston said the false alPaschall,
age
16, is the son of nee George McGovern's delegations have been protested
Mr.
and
Mrs. James C. Paschall fense proposals and what they
by "two Republican legislators
of
Murray
"Lost
Route Two; Potts, would mean to Kentucky.
Generation,"
latest
and Republican news media exCiting figures from a report
age
15,
Billy
is
the
Graham
son of Mr. and
film,
will
be
ecutives" whom he did not
prepared
by the House RepubliMrs.
shown at the Murray Church of
Harry Lee : Potts of
identify.
the Nazarene, Doran Road at Kirksey Route One; Newsome, can Policy Committee, Nunn
Huddleston said Wednesday Plainview, on Saturday, Oc- age 16, is the son of Mr. and
the basic issue in the U.S., tober 28, at seven p.m.
Mrs. Audrey Newsome of Local Students Enroll
Senate race is that he favors
Rev. Darrell E. Keith, pastor Mayfield Route Five; Brame
the public interest while his of the church, extends a cordial was the son of Mr. and Mrs. At Centre College
Republican opponent favors invitation to the public and said James Brame of Kirksey Route
special interests.
there would be no admission One.
Diana Boone and Pat Holton,
"When it's a question of charge.
Special prayer services for both of Murray, are enrolled for
The film features special the young men were held by the the fall term at Centre College,
( such conflicting interests), I'll
be on the side of the people," appearances by Art Linkletter young people of the community in Danville, Ky.
and Jack Webb. Linkletter at the watershed near Coles
the Democratic nominee said.
Centre College, founded in
He made the remarks in whose daughter, Diane, died as Camp Ground Wednesday at six 1819, is an independent college
opening and closing statements a result of the use of drugs. p.m.
of the liberal arts and sciences
of an hour-long question-and-an- discusses drug abuse in
with an enrollment of 766 men
Howard Crittenden, principal
swer program on Kentucky America and points to what is
and women students. Since 1961
Educational Television, carried being done voluntarily by many at Calloway County High the college has completed
teenagers to combat the School, said students with notes thirteen new buildings, inby 13 affiliated stations.
probkem. Webb gives his views or telephone calls from their cluding a dining commons,
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
on the role of the police officer parents will be excused to at- student center, swimming pool,
and his relationship to the laws tend the funeral services for library, health center, science
Sheriffs Office To
Brame on Friday at two p.m. at
of the society.
building, and seven student
Rev. Keith said the film is a the Blalock-Coleman Funeral residences.
Home.
Be Open On Saturday
probing documentary which
Centre is due to complete by
takes a close look
next February a $5,000,000 Fine
The office of Calloway County
Rev. Keith said the film is a
RUMMAGE SALE
Arts Center which will feature a
Sheriff Clyde Steele will be open probing documentary which
A rummage sale will be held theatre-auditorium seating
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, takes a close look at the at- at the
American Legion Hall on 1,500 'persons and a 339-seat
in order to give local taxpayers titudes and morals of the nation. Saturday,
October 28, from six experimental theatre. The
the opportunity to pay tpeir It was filmed
in Alaska, the a.m, to one p.m., sponsored by theatre-auditorium will have
taxes before the discount- is Southern States, and in San the Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of the largest full-stage in Central
taken off November 1.
Francisco, California.
Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
Kentucky.

Continuation Of Social
Work Program Assured
By $107,126.58 Grant

Condition Of
Boys Reported

Huddleston Denys GOP
Advertising Campaign
LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) —
Democratic senatorial nominee
Walter "Dee" Huddleston said
today he has notified all
television stations in Kentucky
that forthcoming advertisement
for his Republican rival "is
completely
false
and
misleading and should not be
shown."
The state senator said at a
news conference in the Fayette
County Courthouse that the
Democratic Party has acquired
the transcript of the political ad
by former Gov. Louie B. Nunn
which charges that Huddleston,
as Senate Majority leader,
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Kissinger Reports
'Peace Is At Hand'

Two accidents were investigated Wednesday by the
Murray City Police Department. No one was injured in.
either accident, according to
police reports.
The first collision occurred at
9:45 a.m. on S. 16th, and involved cars driven by Ted M.
Cunningham, 1601 Catalina, and
William H. Williams, Route
Seven, according to police.
Investigating officers said the
Cunningham vehicle was
traveling north on 16th, and the
Williams ear was headed west,
out of 'the driveway of the
Westview Nursing Home when
the collision occurred.
Damage to the Cunningham
vehicle was to the right rear
side, police said. No damage
was reported to the Williams

The second accident occurred
at 12:10 p.m. at the intersection
of 16th and Poplar.
Cars involved were driven by
Deanna M. Wolf, 1302 S. 16th,
and Shirley Barnett, 1102
Mulberry, according to police.
Officers said the Wolf car was
headed west on Poplar, and the
Barnett car was headed east on
Poplar, making a right turn
Two Blue Birds in the from 16th, when the accident
backyard this week. Surely they occurred.
do not intend to spend the
Damage to the Wolf car was
winter.
to the left front fender and
bumper, and damage to the
We would like to hear some Barnett car was to the left front
more on this proposed new plant fender, bumper, and hood,
for Murray.
according to police.
Citations issued Wednesday
Westvaco over at Wickliffe included two for shoplifting,
calls They want to show some three for public drunk, one for
news media people through public drunk and disorderly
their plant and where they get conduct, one for speeding, one
their wood. This is a big for speeding and no operator's
operation and the tour should license, and one for no
prove interesting.
operator's license.
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

10* Per Copy

WASHINGTON(AP) — Presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger said today "peace is at
hand" in Vietnam.
Kissinger told newsmen in an
hour-long briefing that most
major provisions of a settlement have been agreed to, but
that one more negotiating session "lasting no more than
three or four days" is necessary.
-We believe that peace is at
hand," Kissinger said. "We believe that an agreement is in
sight.. which is just to all parties."
In breaking American silence
on the status of the peace efforts, Kissinger said the nine
points outlined earlier today by
North Vietnam are essentially
correa.
He also said: "I want to
stress that what remains to be
done is the smallest part of
what has already been accomplished."
The presidential adviser said
the remaining details are essentially
linguistic
and
technical but need to be settled
before the United States and
South Vietnam can sign a pact.

Mrs. Robert Johnson,
W. 0. Vaughn To Speak
To Senior Citizens
W.O. Vaughn and Mrs. Robert
Johnson will be the guest
speakers at the second of a
series of talks to inform the
senior citizens of Murray on the
upcoming national elections.
The meeting will be held
October 31 at the Ellis Community Center at 1 p.m.
Mrs. Johnson lives in the
Stella community and is the
treasurer of the Calloway
County Democratic Executive
committee.
Vaughn
was born
in
Buchanan, Tenn., and taught
school in Henry County before
moving to Murray. Although
retired, he owned and operated
Vaughn's Store on the Coldwater Road.
He teaches a Sunday School
class at Union Grove Church of
Christ.

Nunn Resumes Criticism
Of McGovern _Proposals

'Lost Generation'
Film To Be Shown
At Nazarene Church

said McGovern's proposal to reduce military expenditures by
$30 billion would cost Kentucky
17,719 military and defense
jobs.
"The cost of lost jobs alone
would be more than $316.5 million a year," Nunn said.
Among the lost jobs, he said,
would be 4,000 civilian positions
in private defense industries.
He also suggested the
McGovern proposal would result in the closing of two military installations — the Naval
Ordinance Station in Louisville
and the Lexington Army Depot.
Nunn appeared at a joint
news conference with Sen. Marlow Cook, R-Ky., who presented
the former governor with a
check for $13,638 raised at a
Washington reception last
month.
Cook gave Nunn his "unqualified endorsement" and
said he planned to work for
Nunn's election between now
and Nov. 7.
Cook said it was imperative
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
SAR To Meet
The James Campen chapter
of the Sons of the American
Revolution will meet at noon on
Saturday at the Triangle Inn.
All members are urged to be
present at this meeting since so
few meetings have been held.

He listed what were "six or
seven very concrete issues that
with anything like the good will
that has been shown can easily
be cleared up."
He included in his examples
the need from the U.S. side to
specify that no move will be
made to grab additional
territory between the time of
the cease-fire and a political
settlement.
He also said there needs to
be clarification on the timing of
the Vietnamese settlement relative to the settlement of the
conflicts in Laos and Cambodia.
Earlier, Herb Klein, the
White House communications
director, had said a North
Vietnamese broadcast saying
the United States had agreed to
sign an agreement but backed
off was false. At a Cleveland
news conference, Klein also rejected claims the United States
is stalling negotiations.
Among other problems Kissinger said that need to be finally solved are whether Washington should sign the agreement on behalf of South Vietnam.
He said this was not a serious
difficulty but it is understandable that the South
Vietnamese, who have suffered
the most during the war and
who must remain under the settlement, "should want to sign
their own peace treaty."
On the issue of South Vietnam, the presidential aide said
there were both agreements
and disagreements by Saigon
with the draft agreement.
But, South Vietnamese President Nguyen Van Thieu will accept a cease-fire, Kissinger
(Continued on Page Sixteen)._
_

Kirksey PTA Holds
'Back To School
Night' Tuesday
Approximately 250 persons
were present for the "Back To
School Night" held by the
Kirksey
Parent-Teacher
Association at the school on
Tuesday evening, October 24.
Mrs.
Edward
Willie,
president, presided. Mike
Watson and Randy McCallum
led the groups in the pledge to
the Flag.
Bro. John Jones, minister of
the Kirkaey United Methodist
Church,"gave the devotion. In
remembrance of the families
and young men of the wreck the
23rd Psalms was read and the
group was led in the Lord's
Prayer.
Mrs. Bobby Locke, secretary,
read the minutes. Mrs. Billy
Bazzell, treasurer, gave the
financial report. Mrs. Harold
Fones, program chairman,
distributed program books to
the members.
Appreciation for the new
bleachers was extended by
officials.
James Nix's eighth grade won
the room count.
Mrs. Willie introduced the
teachers for the school who are
Johnny Bohannon, principal;
Mrs. Rita Price, Mrs. Ruth
Potts, first; Mrs. Nadine Jones,
second; Mrs. Alice Humphries,
third; Mrs. Rachel Neale, Mrs.
Nancy Lovett, fourth; Mrs.
Judy Darnell, fifth; Mrs.
Marlene Beach, sixth; Mrs.
Lucille Potts, Mrs. Anna M.
Hopkins, James Nix, seventh
and eighth; Mrs. Joanna Sykes.
librarian; Mrs. Margaret Sims.
remedial reading; Mrs. Bobt:e,
Berrill, music; Mrs. Wanda
Roberts, speech.
Principal Bohannon directed
the parents to the class rooms to
view their children's work and
visit with the teachers.
It was announced that the
Kirksey Library Book Fair will
be held November 14-16.
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By SY RAMSEY
laissez faire (leave business
Associated Press Writer
alone man, yet you advocate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — government intervention in
Following are excerpts from a strip mining..
tape-recorded interview with
A—I'm a laissez faire man as
William Bartley, the People's far as the laissez faire system
Party candidate for U.S. Sen- will work. but where in fact it
ate.
hasn't worked, as it hasn't
Q—You have kind of acquired here, why be foolish about
the reputation in this Senate it?... We're responsible for
race as the intellectual-in-resi- what we leave future generdence. Any comment?
ations and, in fact, we will
A—It's not hard to do, you leave them nothing. Kentucky's
know. This year it doesn't take been relegated to a position of
much to become the only in- banana renublic where we sell
tellectual in the race... None our scarce resources at a defof the candidates,(Republican) lated price and reap no long
Louie Nunn or (Democrat) Dee term advantages because outHuddleston have been able to side entreprenuers do).
effectively get into any of the
Q—Why did you get into this
issues that are facing the Un- race?
ited States Senate next ycar.
A—I watched for two months
Q—How about Helen Breeden as Louie Nunn and Dee Hud(of the American Party)? I had dleston went around this state
to ask her about you.
and made general fools of the
A—... I think she's a well electorate and themselves. I
meaning woman, but I person- frankly was fed up...waiting
ally lon't think she is very well for either to start talking about
informed.
the issues. Thetil was ready to
Q—What is your age and oc
go when I got a call from the
cupation?
People's Party to run.
A—I am 31...was an indusAlso I'd just witnessed the
trial relations ,representa- conduct of Gill/.( Wendell) Ford
tive..have five children (and at the Democratic convention. I
wife I and at the present time watched him proffer the canI'm completing my law degree didacy of a non-entity by the
at the University of Louisville name of (Sen.) Scoop Jackson
DeceMber), and I'm doing le- at the last minute, and I felt
gal research work, and aside that somebody had to speak up
from that, I'm a starving young for the candidacy of (Sen.
man.
George) McGovern and on the
Q—How's family life since issues.
you began campaigning?
Q—What is your realistic asA—Well, my wife loves it, the sessment of your chances?
house is a wreck, the kids are
A—If I hadn't seen the Couhappy—they get to come rier-Journal poll in the paper
around with us now and then. the other day I would have
I'm gone almost every day ex- been extremely skeptical of
cept Sunday on some speaking achieving any kind of a signifiengagement.
cant cut.. but after seeing the
Q—Isn't this encouraging to poll before I had achieved any
you?
recognition by the news
A—I'm not complaining... I media—at that time it indicated
enjoy it, it's stimulating and I had 2 per cent of the vote—
furthermore, I feel like I'm which represented my own efdoing some good. I'm providing forts. It was double that of the
an alternative for people in American Party which has
Kentucky who are tired of poll- been in Kentucky for nearly 41/
- ties as usual and expect a lige__ _ye.ars. It astounded me that I
bit more from a candidate.
had already gotten that far
Q—Would you ' classify' along in this campaign with so
yourself politically?
little coverage.
• A—Well, I'm a strange
What is it now? My Lord, it
anomaly. I'm a conservative in must be at least three times
r..e.spec.ts_jjawfar_ as I that. And whaY it'll be by Nov 7
have an uncanny faith in "The I jigr-Toill
ability of man to plan his own there's been a rumor that I'll
destiny, and I have a belief take heavily from Huddlesthat if people are provided eco- ton...
nomic lattitudes with certain fiQ—In other words, that
nancial inducements, they will McGovern-oriented voters will
do the very best for themselves play the same game as I antiand for soceity as a whole.
Democrats(—not
McGovern
Q—... Yet you have been voting for McGovern but voting
emphasizing strip mine abuses. for Huddleston?
Under your theory the coal opA—That's right...they'll be
erator should be able to do voting Bartley-McGovern. But
: Nunn
I'm going to cut into Mr
whatever he wants.
A—Well, first of all I would just as much. Believe it or not,
suggest the economic in- there's a substantial number of
ducements to reclaim land are Republicans who irrespective of
nil and that, in Pact ( his) best their support of Richard Milinterests are not in the inter- hous Nixon find the candidacy
ests of society as a whole.

os.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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The Forest Remains
"After almost 500 years, the American forest is
still three-fourths as large as it was when Columbus
landed." That is the eye-catching title of an advertisement published by the American Forest
Institute. The statement is worth pondering.
Americans who have visited lands around the
Mediterranean have been impressed by their
barrenness. A Spanish official told an international
gathering that his country, almost treeless today,
once was so heavily forested that a monkey could
have traveled from the Pyreness to Portugal without
touching the ground.
_ Cutting for timber and firewood razed primeval
forests in the cradle of Western civilization.
Americans have been luckier and more prudent.
"After supplying so much of the material and the
land to build America's houses and cities and highways, after meeting our constantly growing
demands for paper products, our forest is still 761
million acres big," says the forest institute. "To
supplement natural planting, we're planting trees •
ourselves: more than a million and a half acres of
forest a year—and more than one tree for every tree
we use."
The record is commendable. Americans should be
proud of it.—Miami (Fla.)Herald.

News Fit To Eat
The Beltsville Md research center of the United
DepartMent of Agriculture reports it has a
States
b•:
steer which feeds daily on a mixture of one part
ground up old news-papers and nine parts of concentrate, such as molasses, soybean meal and
cracked corn.
The USDA scientists say the old newspapers serve
as a roughage substitute in the ration. Of course. But
some days the news is rougher than others.—
Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal.
'•

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMER FILE

Buford Hurt has resigned as chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board and Robert
Wyman has been named to start his duties as
chairman on January 1, 1963.
Mrs. Dora Brown of Almo Route One died
yesterday at the age of 88.
Charles Starks of Almo has been awarded the
contract for well drilling in the construction of a
water system for the city of Hardin.
Charles David Richardson, son of Mr. and Mrs..
M.G. Richardson, has volunteered for the U.S.
Navy, and is now taking his basic training at San
Diego, California.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDOZR

TIMM 1111,11

Deaths reported are W.F Swann, age 94, Mrs.
Nellie Scott, age 75, Mrs. Lena Downs, Larry Max
Keel, one day old son of Mr. and Mrs Max Keel, P.P.
Underwood, age 80, and B.C. Settle of Athens, Ga.,
age 76, father of Ed Settle of Murray.
The construction of a new Sunday School annex for
the Elm Grove Baptist Church will start tomorrow.
The N.C. Price Construction crew is now working
on the Texas Gas Transmission Corporation
pipeline. They are now near Kenton, Tenn., headed
in the direction of Murray and Calvert City.
"Don't Bother To Knock" with Richard Widmark
and Marilyn Monroe is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
They that be whole need not a physician, but they
that are sick.—Matthew 9:12.
S4cic men need doctors. Sinful men need the love of
Godais it shines in Christ Jesus.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The gods of the material world must indeed laugh
at man because we who think we are so mighty are
in many respects as insignificant as the mosquito,
without half so much of a sting, however, and with
this further difference: man itches to kill, the
mosquito kills with an itch.
"I am the master of all things," Man cried. rid.
"Then pray, what am I?" the mosquito replied.

N
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YOSEMITE SHOWS WAY

Parks are for seeing
There are 30 million acres of land
in the U.S. National Park system. It
comes as a shock to realize that visitors are crowding into the parks in
such numbers that severe restrictions are being proposed to prevent
irreparable harm to the wilderness
and scenic wonders the parks embrace.
The Conservation Foundation, after a year-long study in connection
with the park system's,100th anniversary, has recommended that National Parks ban trailers and camper trucks and eventually phase out
automobile traffic within their borders.
A paradox lies behind that drastic
suggestion. The National Park system was created to assure that some
of the most spectacular scenery and
striking natural phenomena on our
continent would be preserved perpetually for public enjoyment. That
purpose has been fulfilled, but with
too much success. Roads and accommodations, the family car, the
paid vacation, innovations in camping vehicles — all have combined to
create destructive pressure on the
very qualities that make the parks
so attractive.
A ban on cars and camping vehicles may be too extreme a solution,
as Interior Secretary Rogers Morton
has pointed out.This would "narrow
the constituency" of the parks to
people with the time and energy to

enjoy them as back-packers and
campers. Park officials might instead search for a better way to
work the motorists into the scheme
of park visitation, and an experiment bearing fruit at Yosemite National Park is promising.
Three years ago, roads through
Yosemite were as crowded on summer weekends as a freeway at rush
hour. The mountain air was noxious

with smog. Now, some roads have
been closed, Others have been redesignated for one-way traffic-. More
important, visitors are encouraged
to park their cars and ride a tram
(powered by a smog-free engine)

into the park. Campsites have been
reduced in--density. Yosemite isieemerging from the haze.
These innovations have not curtailed the number of visitors to the
park. Indeed, most are enjoying the
scenery more than they did before.
When the National Park system
was established a century ago, seeing the natural wonders of America
was a luxury that relatively few
could expect to enjoy. Today, almost
any working man can load his family into the car for a week or two of
exploring the grandeur of our continent. We may have to accept some

compromises in the way we visit our
National Parks, but they must always be administered on the basis of
keeping them accessible to as many
people as possible, from all walks of

... In fact it may be in KenWawa-best interest to have a
national ban on strip mining
( because Western states are
undercutting( us... We could
be out of business in 10 years.
Q—Can you say briefly
what's your stand on strip mine
control?
A—... Reclamation has not
worked. Elimination is the only
way.
Q—Well, you said you were a

life.

State Troopers In Class At Eastern State
FRANKFORT, Ky.—If you
happen to be wandering around
the campus at Eastern Kentucky University anytime
during the next 10 weeks and
find yourself in need of a cop,
you probably won't have to look
far to find one.
Just poke the fellow next to
you. Chances are, he'll turn out
to be a Kentucky state trooper.
Under an agreement just
reached between EKU State
Police and the Kentucky
Department of Education, 41
troopers will be on campus
weekly beginning Oct. 23 to
attend a special five-day
training program at Eastern's
School of Law Enforcement.
In all, about 412 troopers are
expected to complete the
program.
Gov. Wendell Ford, who
recently disclosed the program,
said it was organized "to give
the trooper in the patrol car the
NEW CABINET POST
President Johnson signed
the bill creating a Department of Transportation, the
12th Cabinet post, on Oct. 15
1966.
SOUND BARRIER
BROKEN
_
t 14, 1947, Mai.
388
—0Charles E Yeager piloted the
first airplane to travel faster
than the speed of sound.

benefit of the latest information
available in several important
areas of law enforcement.The special curriculum was
drawn up by State Police
training officers and the faculty
at the School of Law Enforcement. State Police post
commanders also were asked
to submit recommendations
indicating the subjects which
they believed would be of
greatest value to the troopers.
Governor Ford said much of
the material to be covered will
deal with changes to traffic,
criminal and drug laws enacted
during the 1972 General
Assembly, and recent court
decisions which have had an
important effect on investigative procedures, particularly in the areas of search
and seizure.
Among other topics included
in the curriculum are crime and
traffic accident reporting,
pursuit and patrol techniques
and juvenile offenders.
According to the governor,
money for instruction and
materials--about $5,600--will
C'orne out of a special fund
administered by the Division of
Public Service Occupations in
the Education Department,
which has been designated for
use in career development
training for both state and local
employies.
Police officers were one of the
occupations given top priority

on the list for the training
subsidies, he said.
State Police will pay an additiOnal $13,2000 to EKU to
cover room and board costs for
the troopers.

I.

aware of my existence—very
much so.
SPACE STATION

On Oct. 11, 1969, Russia
launched the first of three
spacecraft beginning an experiment involving docking
as a space station.
BABY BONUS
On Oct. 13, 1912, Australia
announced that a $25 bonus
would be paid for every newborn child in an effort to increase the population.
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of Mr. Nunn very distatesful.
There are many Republicans
who would prefer not to see
(Nunn) as the replacement for
John Sherman Cooper.
These people cannot vote for
Dee Huddleston. They feel he is
mentally not of the quality to
replace...or for whatever reason...and they in fact probably
will vote for me.
You know, I ran for Congress
in 1970 against the incumbent
(Republican Gene Snyder ) who
is a very popular man. And I
ran in his own party in the
primary) and I received 10 per
cent of the Republican vote.
So, it's entirely conceivable
to me that I'll draw as many
from Mr. Nunn as from Mr.
Huddleston.
Q—Why did you change parties?
A—Well, I started working
for the Democratic Party° at
17...1 worked for years. for the
Democrats but) as we became
-deeper-and deeper involved in
Vietnam I just simply couldn't
continue to support the policieis
of the administration with my
registration.
So I left the (Democratic)
party. I changed my registration to Republican and worked'
with them for a short time and
finally decided my simplistic
notion...that we could really
change our.foreign policy that
way) looked silly. So I came
back to the Democratic Party
Otis year...
Q—If you gain an encouraging number of votes, what
next for you in politics?
A—If I do, it means in fact
that the Democratic Party
must realize...there are a substantial number of voters in
Kentucky who expect something more of their candidates
than they've been getting...
In fact the party may become
a little more open to people
who are of more progessive inclination, if you would. And I
think if I do achieve that, I will
have done some good.
Personally, I have -very little
hope or prospect that the
Democratic Party will ever
open any doors for nit. I think
.I'm anathema for Mr. (JR.)
Miller (state Democratic Chair-
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ly
Thursday, October 26
The Senior Class of Calloway
County High School will present
The Baptist Young Women of
the play -Boys and Ghouls
the Memorial Baptist Church
met at the pastorium for the Together" at 7:30 p.m. in
Jeffrey gym.
October business meeting
The Wranglers Itiding Club
which included in a household
shower for Mrs. Christopher will have a business meeting at
the Calloway County Court
Latunde.
The special guest of honor, House in the court room at
Mrs. Latunde, recently arrived seven p.m.
in the United States from
The Current Missions Group
Nigeria to be with her husband of the
Memorial Baptist Church
who is a student at Murray
will meet at the home of Mrs.
State University. She was given
Zella Covington, 1615 Ryan, at
various household and kitchen 7:30 p.m.
gifts.
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Refreshments were served.
Members present were Kay
Doran, Paula Benton, Sherrie
Parker, Judy Curd, Judy Koch,
Donna Casteel, Sue Wynn,
Margaret Wilkins, and Connie
White. Guests were Mrs.
Latunde
and
Thomas
Ehikhametalor.

The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
p.m. with Marshall Jones as the
speaker. Hostesses will
be
Mesdames Otis Hampton Erwin, Gaylord Forrest, John
Pasco, Eugene Flood, and
Donald Jones.

from six a.m. to one p.m.,
sponsored by the Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi.
The Haunted House, sponsored by the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,
will be open from six to ten p.m.
at 1608 Hamilton.
Kappa
Omicron
Phi
scholastic honor society at
Murray State University will
have a riunrnage sale at the
Belk's building on the west side
of the court square from seven
a.m, to one p.m.

The Hazel Woman's Club will
sponsor a coffee for all senior
citizens of -Hazel of the community room of the Dees Bank
of Hazel at three p.m. Mrs.
Verona Grogan will be present
to discuss the organization of a
Senior Citizens organization at
Hazel. No formal invitations
will
be mailed. If in need of
The
Gamma
Omicron
chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will transportation call Mrs. Gerald
Ray or Mrs. Harold Wilkinson.
meet with Mrs. Linda Fain.
I.'riday, October 27
The International Women's
The Agape Singers, nationally
Association will meet at the
home of Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger known interdenominational
Christian folk singing group,
at seven p.m...
_ _ _ iv& present
a program -at the
The Haunted House at 1608 First United Methodist Church
at seven p.m. The pt4ic is
Hamilton will be open from six
invited
to attend.
to ten p.m. This is sponsored by
the Kappa Department of the
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club and the
Murray
Woman's Club will
public is urged to attend.
have its noon luncheon at the
club house with the program by
Saturday, October 28
Miss Peggy. Visher. Hostesses
The Fall Festival will be held
will be Mesdames E.S. Diuguisa,
at Almo Elementary School
Jean Bordeaux, P.A. Hart, Miss
starting at six p.m.
Rozella Henry, and Miss Ann
Carr,
The Mtrray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will have a dinner
Sunday, October 29
meeting at the Triangle Inn at
Halloween Scramble Golf for
6:30 p,nr.
women and men will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at one
The Billy Graham film, "Lost
p.m. Sign up at the pro shop or
Generation", will be shown at
call either Mrs. Amos Tackett
the Murray Church of the
or Mrs. Delmer Brewer.
Nazarene, Doran Road at
Plainview, at seven p.m. There
is no admission charge.
When you are deep-fat frying
A rummage sale will be held breaded oysters or clams, heat
at the American Legion Hall the fat to 375 degrees

Miss
LaDon
Graham
celebrated her 12th birthday
with a party held at the home of
her grandmother, Mrs. Ryan
Graham, on Thursday, October
19.
Games were played with
Susan Imes and Tammy
Feltner winning the prizes. The
group also enjoyed music at the
special event.
Refreshments of party cakes,
nuts, mints, and punch were
served. Favors were also
presented to each one present.
Present for the occasion were
Tammy Feltner, Susan Imes,
Lisa Cleaver, Tina Thompson,
Lou Ann Colson, Rita Edwards,
Renee Bolen, her other grandmother, Mrs. Hafford Staples,
Mrs. Jerry Graham, Kristi
Graham, Timmy Graham, the
honoree, and the hostess.

Gifts were received from the
above persons and also by the
following: Joan Simmons,
Linda Elzie, June Cottrell,
Members of the Golden Age Club are shown prior to boarding the bus early Saturday
Wilma Billington, and Joyce
morning, October 14. to go to Nashville,
Tenn.,for a day at Opry Land 1'.S.A.O.C. Mc Leinore,club president, is at the extreme
Thomas.
right.
The honoree, Mrs. Latunde,
Staff photo by Gene McCutcheou
expressed her deep gratitude
The Baptist Women of the
for the gifts and for the kind
First Bapli.sl S.13w-ch held its
hospitality shown her since her
general meeting at the church
arrival here.
BRADEN BOY
and Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
on alicdneaday, October 18, at
The business session was
Michael David is the name Robinson of Puryear, Term.
six-fffirty o'clock in the evening
conducted by Judy Koch. Sue
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. David Great grandparents are Mr.
One of the highlights of the
following the regular weekly
Many thanks
and much Wynn read the names on the
Braden of Park Forest, Ill., for and Mrs. Andrew Osborn of activities of the Golden
fellowship supper.
Age credit goes to 0.C. McLemore, calendar of prayer and
their baby boy, weighing four Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Club was the bus
Mrs. Durwood
trip to Opry club president, who had been Margaret Wilkins led in prayer.
Beatty,
pounds 13(2 ounces, born on Robinson of Puryear, Tenn., Land U.S.A. Nashville,
president of the Baptist Women,
Tenn., planning the trip for some time, New members and enlistment
Saturday. October 21, at St. and Scott Shoemaker of Dexter. on Saturday, October
presided at the meeting.
14.
according to the club reporter, ideas were given by Sue Wynn.
James Hospital, Chicago
Mrs. Norman Klapp. Also the Reports were made on mission
A special solo, "In Times
Heights, Ill.
club extended thanks to Jim action projects being completed
Like These," was sung by Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Albright, driver of the bus, who and plans were made to host the
Gilbert Mathis, director of
Mrs. Burnett Braden of Galatia,
was not only was an excellent Senior Citizens dinner at the
youth of the church. She was
ID, and Mr. and Mrs. James
driver, but very courteous, the Memorial Baptist Church.
accompanied
by
Chuck
Prentice Holland of Murray
club spokesman said.
Hussung at the piano.
Maternal great grandparents
The group had breakfast, at
To help prevent drying and
are Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
Reports were given by the
the Pan Cake House in lumping, store brown sugar in a
various officers including Mrs.
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Clarksville, Term., that mor- tightly covered container with a
Jones. A maternal great
Edgar Shirley, WMU director,
ning, and also had supper there slice of apple placed on a piece
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, program
grandmother is Mrs. Lucy Lee.
of
wax
paper
Replace
the
apple
on the return trip home.
Paternal great grandparents
chairman,
Mrs. W. J. Pitman,
with
a
fresh
from
slice
time to
Everyone was impressed with
are Mrs. Madge Braden and
mission action, Mrs. A. W.
Opry Land and each one is time
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Bird, all of
Russell, mission support, and
looking forward to a return trip
Galatia, III.
Mrs. Beatty.
next summer, Mrs. Klapp said.
Mixing equal parts of evapoThe next general meeting will
Members and guests making rated milk and water restores
NOLIN BOY
be held on
the trip were Charlie Marr, the evaporated milk to the comWdnesday,
AB Scottie Nohn and Reta
November 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Cecil McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs. position of whole milk
Nolin are the parents of a baby
church.
Bryan Tolley, Mr. and Mrs.
boy, Scottie Rob, weighing
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
eight pounds13's ounces, born
By Abigail Van Buren 0.C. McLemore, Mr. and Mrs.
on Sunday, Octoner 22, at 8:20
Clarence Horton, Mr. and Mrs..
ABBY:
have
DEAR
I
been
postmaster
small
a
a
in
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
W.O. Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs.
town in South Carolina for the last 24 years. so I'm not
County Hospital.
Harry Lepinski, Miss Lester
exactly a rookie. I read with amusement the letter from
The new father is serving with
Grisham, Mesdames Gussie
because
annoyed
was
postmaster's
who
wife
someone
the
the Air Force stationed at
Adams, Mina Waters, Evelyn
had called her husband in. the middle of his supper to ask
K esstiiic--Air-Ftree -Ba
Hicks, Sadie Harrtlt, Floy
how much postage Co put on an airmart-pasteard.
Mississippi.
I would like to address a few questions to her and to Caldwell, Mary—TimbTICrattl
Grandparents are Mr. and
Parker, Naomi Schwann, Lela
wives of other postmasters.
Mrs. John T. Nolin, Jr., and Mr.
I. Have you ever been wakened at midnight by irate, Shackelford, Meme Mattingly,
Dr. Santo owns the famous
and Mrs. James D. Futrell, all
Birdie Parker, Virgie Clark,
drunken duck hunters who have made all provisions for
of Murray. Great grandparents
"Sign
of the Dov(restaurant
Ruby Harrell, Lula Dunn,
a hunting trip, including booze, except for a Migratory Bird
are Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nolin of
Robbie
in
Harrison,
New
Hildred
York City.
have.
hunting stamp? I
Mayfield, Lucian Copeland of
Sharpe, Ruby Harris, Cozy
2 Have you ever been called at 10 p. m. on Sunday
Farmington, Mr. and Mrs. Rice
Lawrence, Tenny Outland,
night and asked if a letter posted at 1 p. m that day had
Futrell and Mr. and Mrs.
Clista Clanton, Lela Dowdy,
left yet? I have.
Bernice Bishop, all of Murray.
Elsie Lovett, Flora Ford, and
3. Have you ever had to join the fire department in
Essie Blalock.
fighting a fire started in a mail box by someone who
CURD BOY
dropped a lighted cigaret in the slot? I have.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Curd of
4. Have you ever retrieved broken eggs, melting ice
Murray Route Three announce
cream bars, and the contents of an entire soda bottle from a
the birth of a baby boy, Clifton
collection box, hoping that the contents of letters had not
Ray, weighing seven pounds
been damaged? I have.
three ounces, born on Monday,
5. Have you ever been called by a patron, furious
October 23, at 3:49 p.m. at the
because the vending machine did not return one penny in
Murray-Calloway County
change? I have.
Hospital.
6. Have you ever had anyone become angry witit you
The collection of S. & H.
They have-two—daughters,
ause you did not have the time to supply a list 01.100 to
Green Stamps is still underway,
Vanessa, age fifteen, and Grace
150 zip codes in the middle of the Christmas rush? I Nave.
Elaine, age two. The new
Cordially, according to Mrs. James C.
Martin, promotion chairman
father is employed at the
Yield: 4
toi teaspoon salt
SOUTH CAROLINA POSTMASTER
from the Theta Department of
1 eim.144 oz.) grated
Murray Division of the Tappan
POSTMASTER:
known
that
always
I've
DEAR
postSwiss cheese
-CHEESE SAUCE:
the Murray Woman's Club,
Company.
I tablespoon butter
/
1
4 cup light cream
masters were postmasters at handling the public, but if you
coordinator of the drive.
Grandparents are Mr. and
and
half
half
or
I tablespoon flour
these
requests,
kooky
you
thru
deserve
cool
your
kept
a
Marked
boxes are in the
Mrs. Stafford Curd of Dexter
8 slices bread
/
1 2 teaspoon dry mustard
medal!
downtown branches of the Bank
8 slices boiled ham
I cup milk
2 eggs, slight6 beaten
I cup (4 oz.) shredded
of Murray, 4th and Main, the
milk
,
1
4
cup
Cheddar cheese
DEAR ABBY: I am a single man and I live alone.
Peoples Bank,5th and Main, the
Combine Swiss cheese and cream to make a paste.
There is a single man who lives in my apartment building
Craft House on S. 12th Street
Sprezid ors each slice of bread. Place a slice of ham on
who often visits me, and while he is here all he talks about
and the
Calloway Public
each slice of bread. Close to form a sandwich. In a
is his sex life. He tells me one story after another along
Library. Persons having filled
shallow dish stir together eggs. milk and salt. Dip bread
this line, and it is extremely boring. I have had some erotic
or partially filed books or loose
into egg-roilk mixture: fry on lightly buttered griddle or
experiences. too, but I wouldn't think of relating them the
stamps are urged to-place them
skillet until brown on both sides and cheese has melted.
way this man does. To me, such things are personal and I
Miss Anita McDowell, bridein one of these designated boxes
Serve with Cheese Sauce. To prepare Cheese Sauce!
prefer to keep them that way.
elect of David W. Poynor, was
or give them to any member of
In a I-quart saucepan melt butter;
How can I politely tell this man that I am not interestthe guest of honor at a festive
the Murray Woman's Club. The
blend in flour and mustard.Remose ,
ed in his erotic experiences? Frankly, I think he exaggerdinner on October 23. Mrs.
boxes will be removed on
from heat; stir in'milk. Heat 10
ates a great deal and lies a lot.
BORED
Charles E. Addison of
November 1, but the collection
boiling, stirring conitantly. Boil
Keeneland Drive opened her
will continue through the year.
DEAR BORED: Tell your neighbor to knock off the sex
and stir I minute; set aside.
home for the occassion.
door.
dialog or to quit knocking on your
Stir in cheese until melted.
Miss McDowell was lovely in
These stamps will be used to
a dark green pant suit. She was
obtain kidney dialysis machines
DEAR ABBY: This is in regard to the bride who
presented a gift corsage of
for the area.
The Kidney
couldn't deciee who should give her away at her wedding—
yellow mums.Her mother, Mrs.
Foundation wants to open more
tier natural father or her stepfather.
Bobby McDowell, was attired in
Rental centers, as there are
My parents divorced when I was five. My mother rea pink ensamble and presented
only two in Kentucky and
married shortly after. I often wondered who would give me
a corsage of pink rose buds.
patients travel many miles
away when my "big day" came.
The dinner was served buffet
sometimes
two or three times a
stepfather
was with me thru the measles, mumps
My
style from the dining table
week for treatments. Fifteen
and all the other bumps and bruises a girl suffers while
which was covered with a
hundred books of Green Stamps
growing up He was always there when I came home on
yellow cloth and centered with a
will buy one machine worth
dates to talk if I felt like it, and to give me honest
large silver compote holding
63,000.00. Kidney diseases is the
answers when I needed them.
fresh cut flowers.
nation's fourth killer, Mrs.
Over the years my natural father remembered me
During the evening Miss
Martin said.
with picture postcards from all of his trips
McDowell was given a lovely
"There has been much exWhen I planned my wedding 1 had no problem deciding
gown and pegncrir set, gift of the
citement about this project and
who would give me away My stepdad was my choice My
group attending.
the people of Murray and
natural father "gave me away" years before — when I
Following the meal an
was five years old
NO PROBLEM e. Calloway County have been
evening of bridge was enjoyed
most cooperative. We apby Mesdames Ray Roberts,
Problems!, Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
preciate this response, and
James Billington, Charles L.
ABBY. BOX 49700, L.,A., CALIF. WM and eaclose a
make an earnest request for
For a free cookbook of great cheese recipes, write to "Cheese. It gives you ideas."
Outland, Frank Pool, Fred
damped. addressed. "Mame.
continued support.". Mrs.
Gardner, Joe Keesler, Gerry
co American Dairy Association, Box 4448,Chicago, Illinois 6007.
Martin said. Persons may call
Requarth, Charles E. Addison,
Mrs. Martin at 753-8107 for inote
For Abby's booklet,'Mow to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
•american dairy essocustion
the honoree and her mother.
information.
toad Si to Abby. Box 15705. Los Aageies, Cal. 90069.

Thirty-nine Members Of Golden Age Club
And Guests Make Bus Trip To Opry Land

The wacky world
of a postmaster

Drive Continues
In Collection For
Kidney Machine

Anita McDowell Is
Honored At Dinner
At Addison Home

Add a smile with cheese()
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Racers Improving, More Confident Defeat
Season In Solid First Place
With Each Game;Face Eastern Next Chapparals

rAGE FOUR

Murray State's Racers,
getting tougher and more
confident with each game, will
play at Eastern Kentucky
Saturday.
The Racers have won two of
their last three games and here
come within a whisker of
winning two others that would
have given them four victories
in a row. They were edged 27-24
at Morehead when an official
ruled a Murray pass that had
gone for a touchdown in the
game's fading moments, had
been caught out of bounds. Two
weeks ago they lost 14-13 to
Middle Tennessee when a two-

point conversion pass fell off the
fingers of its receiver after time
in the game had run out.
The Racers are 2-4 for the
season and 1-3 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, Eastern is 43 overall and 2-2 in the OVC. The
first Racer OVC win came last
Saturday, 17-6 over East
Tennessee. Eastern has beaten
Middle Tennessee and Austin
Peay and lost to East Tennessee
and Western Kentucky.
If Eastern ginning back
Alfred Thompson has recovered
sufficiently from an injury, he
and Racer runner George
Greenfield should have an in-

teresting match-up in the game.
Thompson is second with 112.7
yards a game. The two were
teammates at Owensboro
Senior High School.
Greenfield was named "OVC
Offensive Player of the Week"
for the second time this season
for his strong game against
East Tennessee. He gained 177
yards in 29 rushes and scored
one touchdown. His first playerof-the-week award was for a
205-yard rushing effort against
Morehead.
Eastern quarterback Jeff
McCarthy has completed 52 of
109 passes and 692 yards in

Maury Wills Put On Waivers By
Los Angeles Dodgers Wednesday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Maury Wills, the baseball
player who broke Ty Cobb's
stolen base record, was put on
waivers by the Los Angeles
Dodgers Wednesday.
Wills is 40 years old. The
Dodgers said they offered him
an instructor's job with the
team. He was used little during
the 1972 season, playing in just
71 games and batting .129.
He started with the Dodgers
in 1959 but was traded to Pittsburgh in 1967 and Montreal in
1969 before returning to Los Angeles. His career batting average was .284.
Wills was best known as a
baserunner. In 1962, he stole
104 bases, breaking Cobb's
mark of 96. He stole 586 bases
in his career.
. He is one of the veteran
black ballplayers who is often
mentioned as the possible first
black manager in the major
leagues.
Under the major league waiver rule, he can be claimed until Monday, after which he
would be a free agent able to
negotiate his own contract.
Julian Javier, another vete.ran infielder, was put on waivers by the Cincinnati Reds for
the purpose of giving him his

outright release.
Javier, 36, is a 12-year player
in the National League.
In other baseball happenings
Commissioner
Wednesday,
Bowie Kuhn said he hoped the
minor league system would be
cut back because of the great
expense it is causing to the mgjor league teams. He said each
team spends about $1.5 million
per year for its farms teams or
about $35-40 million per year.

their own player talent since
basketball and football draft
their players from college.
Detroit closed out the Woody
Fryman trade by selling catcher Tom Haller and minor
league pitcher Don Leshnock to
Philadelphia. Fryman, a left
hander, was acquired by the
Tigers late in the "Season and
hteiped in the team's drive to
the American League East pennant.
The Pittsburgh Pirates
traded right-hander pitcher
Gene Garber to the Kansas
City Royals (of left-hander Jim
Rooker.

seven games. Murray's Mike
Hobbie has completed 20 of 51
for 310 yards in four games. The
leading Eastern receiver is
Larry Kirksey but he's expected to miss the game with an
injury. John Revere has caught
11 of McCarthy's passes.
Murray's Bill Farrell and Jeff
Votaw have both caught 13
passes.
Murray Coach Bill Furgerson
calls Eastern a"good team that
at times has been super.
-They've had some injury
problems," he said, "and like
us, have lost some close games
they've been in to the end."
They've apparently solved
their quarterback problems of
last year with McCarthy and
they're really strong on
defense, particularly when Big
Wally ( tackle Wally Chambers)
is healthy. I expect a tough,
defensive battle."
Murray beat Eastern 17-7 last
year, its first win over the
Colonels since 1963. Eastern
leads the series 11-15-4.
The game will begin at 2 p.m.,
EDT.

Barrett, Bono, and Coulson
The Murray State baseball
team concluded its fall season each had 4 RBI's, and Coulson
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - last weekend with a 5-1 record had 2 triples and a double.
Jerry Weaver pitched 23
Walt Simon scored 15 points in and a solid hold on first place in
the final 14 minutes to spark the Ohio Valley Conference's innings, won 3 games, struck
out 23, and had an ERA of 0.78.
the Kentucky Colonels to a 116- Western Division.
Russ Reach won one and lost
108 American Basketball AssoThe Racers swept fall
struck out 16 batters in 12
one,
ciation win over the Dallas
doubleheaders from Western
and had an ERA of 2.20.
Chapparals.
innings
Middle
Kentucky ( 2-0, 9-31 and
Racer win was
other
The
Dan Issel poured in 29 points
Tennessee 4-2, 8-7) and split
to
s
rebound
sophomore Greg
11
to
grabbed
credited
and
with Austin Peay (4-2, 1-41. Engler.
pace the Colonels throughout
are
Peay
Western and Austin
the game,,but it was the final
"I'm really enthusiastic
tied for second in the Western
that
Simon
by
energy
of
burst
this team," Coach Johnny
about
.
records
3-3
with
Division
said. I expected people
put the Colonels over the top.
Reagan
1-5.
at
Middle Tennessee is last
Simon, who had a total of 21,
like Coulson, Barrett, Bono,
of Weaver, and Peach to perform
round
second
A
broke the game open with a
series of shots and a pass in doubleheaders will complete well because they had already
the fourth period that helped the championship next spring. proven themselves. But we got
stretch Kentucky's 87-84 lead 1
The Racers hit a blistering some great play from our
into a 101-92 advantage with .295 as a team in their six fall newcomers like White, Wurth,
en5:53 left to play.
games and Racer pitchers had and Rayburn. I'm really
Artis Gilmore poured in 15 an equally impressive earned couraged about next spring
points for the Colonels and run averzge of 1.64.
gathered 25 rebounds.
Infielder Steve Coulson led
Collis Jones shot 31 points for
Dallas to lead all scorers. He individual hitters with .450.
White,
grabbed 16 rebounds, a career Outfielder Richie
starting for the first time, hit
high.
The Colonels meet Carolina .400, firstbaseman Mike Bono
Friday night at Greensboro, .365, outfielder John Rayburn
then return to Louisville Satur- .333, infielder Steve Barrett
day for a night game against .318, and infielder Leon Wurth
300.
New York.

since our new people did so
well."
"We'll have to develop some
pitching depth back of Weaver
and Peach, but I think we'll
have that too."
next spring's
Although
schedule is not complete,
Reagan,who has won eight Ohio
Valley Conference championships in 15 years of
coaching at Murray, has
already lined-up games with
Rutgers, Brown, Purdue,
Providence, North Dakota,
Northwestern, Southern
Illinois, Vanderbilt, Memphis
State, Arkansas State, and
Louisville. Doubleheaders with
Western Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee will be played at
Murray and one with Austin
Peay at Clarksville.

Dr. H. C. Denham
• Optometrist
Announces the

Tiger Offense Has Good Chance
To Chalk Up Russellville Win
to

Opening

of his office in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Office Hours: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Monday Thru Friday
9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon Saturday

not be able to play against the
had 13 and 11 respectively.
By MIKE BRANDON
Russellville has had problems Tigers.
Ledger & Times Sportswriler
Odds are, if the Tigers can
as the Panthers are faultering
Can Murray High's new of- along at a 2-6 clip for the season. score, Murray can still finish
fense score at least two touch- Quarterback Steve Friedel has with a 5-5 season as only the Ft.
Phone 753-4576
downs at Russellville Friday mononucleosis and is sidelined Campbell game remains after
Tigers
the
lle.
then
If
so,
night?
for the season. Star running Russellvi
Gametime will be at 7:30 p.m.
should be able to return home
back Mike Gough suffered a
with a win and raise their slight shoulder separation and admission at the gate will
for all persons.
season slate to 4-5.
against Trigg Friday and may be $1.50
Russellville has been having
problems in the past few weeks
with the offensive unit. Last
week's touchdown, in a 44-6 loss
a
Louisian
t
NEW YORK ( API - The Un- whipped Northwes
to Trigg County, was the first
.
Saturday
last
20-6
e,
bumped
iversity of Delawar
Boise State and Drake, Nos. 7 time the Panthers have scored
from the No. 1 position in the
last in three weeks.
college football poll two weeks and 9, respectively, in
But, looking at the other side
the
over
lost
both
poll,
week's
spot
top
the
ago, regained
of the coin, Murray High's
the
from
dropped
and
weekend
today by getting 11 of 19 firstinto the top touchdown in the 20-7 loss at
place votes in this week's Asso- Top Ten. Moving
week was the
ten were North Dakota State, Hopkinsville last
ciated Press balloting.
first time the Tigers have
9.
No.
State,
Fresno
and
6,
No.
the
for
6-0
The Blue Hens,
North Dakota was third last scored in three weeks.
season, lost their prime place
One might be led to come to
Dakota
to Louisiana Tech, nqw 2-0, on week but lost to North
assumption that the game
the
&Cal4. But this week they got State and dropped to No.
will result in a scoreless tie: But
Opisbo
Luis
San
at
Poly
ifornia
360 points to 338 for Louisiana
third while before one puts any money on
Tech, which received seven moved from sixth to
from the game, he should stop and
votes for first. Unranked Tennessee State jumped
take a look at George Landolt
to
fourth.
eighth
Hawaii received one first-place
and the Tiger backfield.
last
fourth
State,
McNeese
vote in the voting by sports
Landoll has been leading the
5
No.
to
spot
one
dropped
week,
ters.
broadcas
writers and
Tigers on the ground this
Dakota
North
by
followed
Delaware beat West Chester
Dakota, season. Now, after the depar31-14 and Louisiana Tech State, Ashland, North
Fresno State and Western Il- ture of halfback Glenn Jackson,
has moved into a
Landolt
linois.
halfback position and has
The college division Top Ten, assumed command of the
with first-place votes in parent- Tigers' aerial attack.
heses, records through games
• For kitchens, baths and woodwork
Considering that Landolt had
of Oct. 21 and total points on
• Quick cleanup of tools with water
only one day of practice last
the basis of 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8- week, his 7-11 performance was
• Finest quality in full selection of colors
7-6-5-4-3-2-1:
• Matching colors available in Super
ing. Landolt passed for
outstand
360
1 Delaware (11) 6-0
.Latex Wall Paint at
Kem-Tone
89 yards and a touchdown, and
W
GALLON
338
7-0
prices
2. La. Tech (7)
sale
special
inonly blemish being two
Reg. 9.77
205
5-0
3. Cal Poly, SLO
terceptions. But with an added
201
By The Associated Press
5-1
St.
e
4. Tennesse
-- 5. McNeese SUite 5T .198 week of practice, the Tigers
General
might be able to use Landoll
The
141
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
6. North Dakota St. 7-1
and the element of surprise to
138
7-0
National Collegiate Athletic As- 7. Ashland
their advantage.
90
sociation council has placed the 8. North Dakota
6-1
The rushing attack has been
at
84
A
a
• Popular priced yet proven performance
University of Californi
5-1-1
9. Fresno State
over in the past few
76 taken
Berkeley, California State Un- 10. Western Illinois 6-1
• Matching colors in latex wall paint
games by sophomore halfback
at special sale prices
iversity at Sacramento and
Dale McCuiston. Last week,
North Carolina State on probaagainst a rugged Hopkinsville
tion and has reprimanded St.
defense, McCuiston netted 82
York
New
of
ty
GALLON
Universi
John's
yards. The week before, in the
Reg. 5 99
violafor recruiting and other
54-0 loss to Tilghman netted 82
tions.
yards. The week before, in the
Baseball
loss to Tilghan, McCuiston
54-0
p
Shortsto
LOS ANGELES netted 100 yards.
Maury Wills, who has stolen
more bases than any major
Junior linebacker Tony
league player in history, was
SAN FRANCISCO i AP)- It Thompson has taken over the
READY TO FINISH
The strongest bias-ply belted tire
placed on waivers by the Los appears San Francisco 49ers'
other halfback position and is
ofalso
Sears has ever sold. 2 steel belts
who
Dodgers,
Constructed of sturdy hardwood.
Angeles
quarterback John Brodie may now playing both offense and
for tremendous strength ond toughchair is easy to paint,
This
fered him an instructor's job.
than
seriously
be injured more
defense. Thompson, a strong
ness. 2 polyester cord plies for
or antique.
stain
CINCINNATI-TheCincinnati
thought as the team physician
runner, carried the
inner strength and smooth ride.
Reds asked waivers on infielder says Brodie will have to wear a and capable
sale price. .24.95
After
ball only four times against
_ Julian Javier for the purpose of cast at least two more weeks.
„L
,
,
z
;
620
S')
13
in
gaining
ille
Hopkinsv
Tubelo,
.
giving him his unconditional reOur Classic Antiquing Kit
This means Brodie. may be yards.
lease.
with latex undercoat and
Keith Farrell has been imPitts- sidelined far the Nov. 12 game
MOUNTED
PITTSBURGH-The
water rinsable glaze let's
people all year with his
burgh, Pirates traded pitcher against the Green Bay Packers pressing
TUBELESS WHITEWALL
:you antique furniture in
ability. Farrell punted
punting
g
followin
the
until
not
play
and
Kansas
the
to
Garber
Gene
Stg
just a fecic hours.
last week for an average
City Royals for pitcher Jim National Football League game twice
(78.14 1 7.35-14 $45.52
49
scoring
punt
one
of
43
yards,
Our regular price.. 3.98
47.59
against Baltimore.
F78-14 7.75-14
Rooker.
yards.
52.75
G78-14 8.25-14
Tennis
"To tell you the truth,"
The linebackers led the
53.73
078-15 8.25-15
Scotland-EDINBURGH,
Dick Nolan said WednesCoach
.294
50
H78-15 8.55-15
e statitstics last week
12 Pages of do-it-yourself
John de Mendoza of Britain de- day, "I don't know how long Oefensiv
n had 15 total
Thompso
as'
ideas for decorating family
New
of
r
NG,
Graebne
SHIPPI
feated Clark
PRICES INCLUDE
he'll be out now. I keep hearing tackles and assists while Mike
REGULAR COLORS'
rooms. Get your free copy
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex. lox York 6-3, 6-3 in second-round all these different reports. I Cathey had 13. Tackles Steve
today. Stop in at our store.
singles play of the Dewar Cup can only say that I was told
'Wood Tortes Slightly Higher
While supply lasts.
Ray Adams
Ken
and
Porter
indoor series.
he'd be ready to play against
ESSEN, Germany-Arthur Green Bay." 'Sears lowest priced new tire.
Ashe of Riclimond, Va. beat
Has 4-ply tsytoe Coed .body.
However, team physician Dr. Shavers Wins
Fred Stolle of Australia 6-2, 7-6
_
6.00-11
in the third round of a profes- Lloyd Milburn said Brodie, who
was injured against the Giants
-(•.•
sional tournament.
$104°'.d.
NEWTON FALIS, OhiO I AP )
QUALITY PAINTS AT EVERY PR!CE
Oct. 15, will have to wear his - Ernie Shavers of Warren,
Golf
=JIKAMIllf-100
MOUNTED ON YOUR CAR
1'.C.-Bill cast at least twO more weeks.
PINEHURST,
Ohio. knocked out Leroy CaldCATALOG Hyndman of Huntingdon Val- Brodie's injury was first well of New Orleans after two
ley, Pa., shot his second sub- diagnosed as a bad sprain, but minutes of the second round of
SALES
par round, a four-under 68; to a later diagnosis showed liga- a heavyweight bout Wednesday
OFFICE
win the qualifying medal in the ment damage and his foot was night for his 29th straight pro'CZARS, 11101111;CK AND CO
North and South Seniors Cham- put in a cast last Wednesday.
southsicie Shopping Center
fessional boxing victory.
Murray, Ky
pionship.
IMP
Kuhn said it is an enormous
drain on the owners because
baseball and hockey are the
only sports that now develop

Delaware Retakes No. 1
Spot In AP College Poll

Closed All Day Thursday
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
More Than A Paint Store

VIC/ALS!

Sale Prices Good Through Oct 28th

bratEVANtit

"LESS TAXES"

Easy To Apply • Beautiful
Really Tough!

•

Katterjohn

Wednesday's
Sports In
Brief

for Congress.

ars

KEM-NAMEL" LATEX SEMI-GLOSS

LAWRENCE BEST' LATEX SEMI-GLOSS

SEARS NEWEST TIRE

MattYllaf4 k

SILENT GUARD

Brodie May Be
Sidelined For
Green Bay Game

SEARS CRUSADER

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Southside Shopping Center

,Sears

Murray, Ky.
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Anderson-Washington Clash Is
Foremost State Grid Meeting
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
A score means more than a
touchdown in Kentucky high
school football this weekend.
It's the number of games that
are most important in the
championship chase in the
state's three classes.
Seven Class AA games, 10 in
Class A and three in the Louisville-area triple-A have some
bearing on who picks up the
marbles on the road to the trio
of state titles.
Foremost among the 20
games are Anderson's meeting
with Washington County and
Allen County's clash with Butler County, each of which could
determine a district winner.
Anderson becomes the Region
II, District One, Class A winner
with a victor over Washington
County, the team that ousted
Bardstown from the top spot in
the title chase last weekend
with a 13-7 upset.
Allen County, 8-1 on the season and 7-0 in district play, can
become the Region 1, District
II, Class A king by beating Butler County, a team that has lost
one and tied one in nine games.
In Class AA, three different
districts have two important
games each while the current
favorite in Region III, District

One, Campbell County, puts it
on the line against Erlanger
Lloyd.
Lloyd has only a 4-3-1
record—somewhat
unimpressive—but is the team
that drew first blood, with a 0-0
tie, to unseat Highlands from
its perennial perch atop the district four weeks ago.
That tie, plus a 6-0 loss by
Highlands to Dixie Heights, put
the Camels in the driver's
seat—at least for the time
being.
Other top class AA games ini
dude:
Favored Hopkinsville's trip to
Bowling Green and Mayfield's
Hosting of Lone Oak in Region
I, District One. Although unlikely, a loss by Hopkinsville to
the Purples, 2-6, coupled with a
Mayfield victory over Lone
Oak, 2-6-1, could scramble the
picture.
The First District of Region
II presents Marion County at
Fort Knox and Oldham County
at Shelby County—with either
Oldham for Knox vulnerable if
an upset besets them. Both are
5-0 in district play.
Region Ill's Second District
features Bourbon County's -visit
to Madison Central and Lexington Bryan Station's homestand
against Harrison County.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Philadelphia 76ers wanted to break their six-game losing streak, but the Cleveland
Cavaliers, with a seven-game
losing streak of their own, had
other ideas.
Cleveland, filling last place in
the National Basketball Association Central Division, had to
stave off a comeback by the
76ers for a 113-108 victory, their
first of the season.
The 76ers, in last place in the
Atlantic Division, fought back
from a 101-88 score to pull within three points. at .109-106, but
Austin Carr, who finished the
game with 35 points, scored the
Cavaliers' last four to'beat winless Philadelphia.
Fred Carter led the 76ers
with 39 points while Lenny Wilkens had 25 for the Cavaliers.
hrother NBA -games.- Milwaukee beat Buffalo 109-92,
Baltirnoreehipped Detroit 115105, Los Angeles topped Houston 112-107 and Atlanta edged
Seattle 118-115.
In the American Basketball
Association, it was Carolina
118, Denver 112 and Kentucky
116, Dallas 108.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Mickey Davis led a Milwaukee
comback. The Bucks had led by
14 points at the half but trailed
74-73 in the third quarter. Jabbar scored a total of 25 points
in the game while Davis hit six
in the crucial surge. Rookie
Bob McAdoo hit 16 for Buffalo.
Wes Unseld netted 10 points
_and. Dave Stallworth and Mike
Davis eight each in a fourth-period Baltimore rally. The Bullets had trailed by 85-79 after
three periods. Detroit's Curtis
Rowe led all players with n
points and Mike Riordan led
the Bullets with 24,
Los Angeles also had to come
back in order to beat Houston.
The Lakers trailed by 10 points
with 4:36 left.but outscored the

Rockets 17-2 the rest of the
'way. Jerry West had 33 points
for the Lakers while Don Smith
-as 23 and Jack Mann 22 for
Houston.
A seven-point burst by Atlanta in 11
/
2 minutes in the last
four minutes contributed to its
victory over Seattle. Lou Hudson, who led the Hawks with 34
points, got a three-point play in
the brief rally. Seattle, which
trailed by 12 in the first half,
came back to lead by 11 in the
final period before Atlanta's
spree. Spencer Haywood hit 33
points and John Brisker 22 for
the Sonics.
Carolina also used a sevenpoint burst in the last period to

By HAL BOCK .
Associated Press Sports Writer
It was supposed to be the moment of truth for Buffalo's surprising young Sabres.
Surprise, surprise! The Sabres are still unbeaten. The National Hockey League's young
Buffalo club rallied for a 2-2 tie
against the defending Stanley
Cup champion Boston Bruins
Wednesday night. That extended the Sabres' unbeaten streak
to eight games, and that is
some surprise.
Elsewhere in the NHL Wednesday night, the New York
Rangers ripped Philadelphia 61, Toronto edged Minnesota 4-3

Garnet Bailey and a power
play score from Johnny Bucyk
in the opening period.
But Buffalo bounced from behind with goals 31 seconds
apart by Rene Robert and Gerry Meehan in the second period.
The tie may have been costly
though. Buffalo's regular
goalie, Roger Crozier, was
forced to leave the game after
one period because of a back
injury. Dave Dryden shut out
the Bruins for the Last two periods.
The Rangers bombed Philadelphia goalie Bob Taylor for
49 shots and routed the Flyers.
Rod Gilbert had two goals for

and Atlanta topped California 43.
In the World Hockey Association, it was Cleveland 8, Philadelphia, 2 and Ottawa 8, Los
Angeles 5,
The Sabres managed just 16
victories last season, lowest
total of any NHL club. But
they've turned things around
this year with five victories and
three ties in their first eight
games. When they rallied for
Wednesday's tie against Boston, they, moved into a first
place deadlock with idle Montreal in the NHL East.
The Bruins scored first, getting a shorthanded goal , from

Only startling upsets in most
of these eases would change the
championship picture that is
emerging.
Pleasure Ridge Park puts its
2-0 district worksheet on the
line in Jefferson County's First
District against
Valley;
Thomas Jefferson and Jeffersontown try to iron out the
Third District And Eastern
decide who is the challenger to
Westport in the Fourth District'
in Class AAA play.

By HUBERT MIZELL .
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) -- U.S.
Olympic officials are assembling a massive protest of Russia's controversial basketball
victory at the Munich Games,
but admit chances are slim of
overturning the gold medal result.
-History is against us," Arthur Lentz, executive director
of the U.S. Olympic Committee,
said today. "But we hope to
prove a point for the good of
future competition."
The protest is to be ruled
upon by the International
Ofympic Committee's executive
committee.
The Russians got a disputed
extra chance to score in the
closing seconds of the basketball final at Munich and scored
at the final buzzer for a 51-50
victory.
However, the United States
claims it was wronged and that

NEW STORE HOURS:
Weekdays — 5-9 p.m. Saturday — 12-6 p.m.

DOLLAR DAYS!
Here Are a Few $1.00 Specials
1. ZEBRAS,

Reg. 39'

Now 4/1 1.00

2. NEONS,

Reg. 59'

Now 4/$1.00

3. BLACK MOLLIES, Reg. 69'
t 4. ALGAE EATERS, Reg. 98'
5. KISSES,

Reg. 89'

Now 2/sI.00
Now 2/$1.00
Now 2/'1.00

— FREE CAN OF FOOD —

COED CREW—

Fourteen women who are Dartmouth freshmen work out for cre
on
the Connecticut river in Hanover, N. H. Dennis Bell, freshman rowing coach, has a score
to train.

with purchase over 15.00
Prices good thru November 4.

After Saturday's meet with
Southeast Missouri, the Racers
will run in the Ohio Valley
Conference Meet at Johnson
City, Term., Nov. 4; the NCAA
Regional at Knoxville, Nov. 11;
the NCAA Championships at
Houston, Nov. 20, and the
USTFF Championships at
Denton, Texas, Nov. 25.

lo Ihaek

Walt Simon came off the
bench .to score 15 points in the
second half and spark Kentucky after Dallas had gotten
within three points. Dan Issel
finished with 29 points for Kentucky while teammate Artis
Gilmore had 15 points, 25
rebounds and seven blocked
shots. Collis Jones had 31 points
for the Chaps and Rich Jones
had 26.

ViattaRtfli
SILENT GUARD
Sees sttoelest bias -ply'
belled Ike
C78t..bol as%
Ow 17.07
en.fiewoll
coo Ex top
asealstl

96"

Tim prices start os low or $10.10 so.
plus $1.61 Fed. Ex, Tax for Sears
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 ave.

Sean

Catalog Sales Office

Murray, Ky
Southside Shopping Center

01.41t.••••••.4a •A•

NOW AVAILABLE
The '73 Equipment Catalog, Ask For Your Copy At
Any Radio Shack Store!

Toyland is Open

a. GENIE BOTTLE'
KNOWS ALL!
b. EXCLUSIVE

495r

d. MOTORIZED

COMPUTER CAR!

41

395

the game should have ended
with the Americans taking a 5049 verdict for their ninth
straight Olympic title.
"We have depositions from
four officials who worked at the
scorer's table," said Lentz,
"and each one backs our
claims. Now, the referee says
Russia should not have been
given that chance to win."
Renato Righetto of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, the referee, said
in a statement prepared for the
U.S. Olympic dossier that Russia's triumph was "completely
irregular and outside the
rules."
He added, "If interpreters
had been put at the scorer's
desk, the timekeeper could
have told the referees what was
going on."
Righetto blamed the setting
back of the time clock to three
seconds on William Jones, secretary of the International
Amateur Basketball Federation

Looking ahrad
EAST LANSING, Mich.
"State and
Notre Dame are signed to play
in football each year through
1982.

MSU To Run
Last Dual
Saturday

Rookie flash Jacques Richard
scored his first NHL goal as
Atlanta
expansionist
the
Flames tripped California.
Richard was Atlanta's first
round amateur draft choice and
the second player selected in
the free agent draft last June.
Keith McCreary had a pair of
power play goals for the
Flames.
In the WHA, Cleveland
erupted for four goals in the
second period to shell winless
Philadelphia.
Ted Hodgson had three goals
for the Crusaders, who snapped
a 2-2 tie with their barrage
against sub goalie Marcel
Paille. Paille replaced starter
Bernie Parent in the second period after the Blazers' regular
was struck on the ankle by a
shot.
Ottawa outlasted Los Angeles
in a wide-open WHA contest.
Guy Trottier and Wayne Carleton scored two goals apiece for
the Nationals, who won their
fourth straight game

cancelled7---

thwart Denver's comeback. The
Rockets trailed most of the
game before pulling to 97-96 before the Cougar rally. Marvin
Roberts of Denver led all players with 25 points while Joe
Caldwell had 24 for Carolina.

The U.S. Committee's main
gripe was against FIBA, which
governs international basketball play including in the Olympic and Pan-American Games.
. Lentz claimed FIBA and its
full-time administrator, Jones,
should be suspended from such
activity until it is proven that
"all nations are getting a fair
shake."
He said it was fultile to appeal to FIBA, "since he will
find no court there."
Lentz said FIBA and Jolla,
an Englishman, tried to "wear
down the favored Americans"
in the 1971 Pan Am Games in
Cali, Colombia, by putting the
best three team.s in the same
bracket.
-He added that FIBA and United States amateur organizations had been battling for
years over American claims
that they were being shortchanged intinternational play.

New York, including the 250th
of his NHL career.
Pierre Jarry and Dave Keon
clicked for a pair of third period goals to move Toronto past
Minnesota.
Jacques Plante, the Leafs' 43year-old goalie, was forced to
leave the game after a puck
struck his gloved hand. Rookie
Ron Low finished up in the nets
for the Leafs.

Murray State's cross country
team,5-2 in dual meets, will run
its last dual of the season
Saturday
when it meets
Southeast Missouri on the
Murray 5-mile course at 11 a.m.
The Racers lost their last
dual 27-30 to Western Kentucky.
A dual scheduled with Austin
Peay for last Tueeday was

U.S. to Protest Cage
Defeat In Olympics

1‘
14Corner
6"
II"
of 4th & Elm
Murray, Ky.

maid ACCINON1

In Class A, the games to
watch are Fulton County's visit
to Reidland and Trigg County's
hosting of Todd County in Region I, District One; Georgetown at Estill County and Madison at Frankfort in the Second
District of Region II.
Also, Louisa's visit to Catlettsburg and Mount Sterling's
travels to Bath County in Region III, District Two; and
Paintsville's homestand agait
Elkhorn City and Jenkins' visit
to Pikeville in District Two of
Region IV.

Sabres Extend Unbeaten Streak
To Eight With 2-2 Boston Tie

Last Place Cavaliers Defeat
Last Place 76ers Wednesday

`1

yourself
g family
ve copy
iur store,

A Bourbon County victory
over Central, now 6-3, along
with a highly unlikely defeat
for Bryan Station by Harrison,
also 6-3, would untrack Bryan
Station in its quest for a second
straight Class AA title.
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ERECTOR
SET!
'

995

OM/
c. BILLY WIZARD
AUTOMOBILE LAB!

595
a. Geme Bottle endless how, of tehafg tun Ask questions seconds later magic window lights up with answer' 60-2324
D. Computer Car, battery operated'- performs spectacular driving maneuvers' 60-2373
Automobile Lab includes working steering
*. Billy' Wizard
mechanism and brake system. and 3 sp transmission'60-2280
d. Erector'. youngsters can Design' Build' and Operate' various
models Battery motor adds realism' 60-2101
a. Radio and Broadcaster includes mike, phones, loudspeaker
and all pacts for building radio 60-2276

e. TRANSISTOR
RADIO AND
BROADCASTER!

YAWAY NOW FOR TOP-TOY SELECTIONS —ELECTRIFYING FUN FROM RADIO SHACK!
a. Control C.enter Electronics Set

5.95
b.

C. Crystal Rader Klt - sail
POmered crystals with head.
phone 60-2263

-20 proiects to build 60 2320
h Weather Station - a complete
forecasung facility'(.0.2267
0•0•011

Easy Credit
Convenience!

e. ElectrK BUILD it Set - makes
over 30 promos 602318
,

Brirs Boston' -. 7 deice constructon set 6E3-1032

7_20
MEIN

$9.95
e.

m

y
• '11

5/
)‘
J111%":3•/":411117..B. •

CASINO GAMES — GREAT FUN FOR EVERYONE!

"CUDDLY PUPS"
A STUFFED MUSIC MENAGERIE!

Draw Potter Game pushbutton - au1 ketate tun 60218
lash Game coldless etetiric
fully asesmate 60 7125
c Electra lacifot Slot Machrne poll lever sem - press 3 stop buttons
tar lackRot 60-7)19
I Destro Roulette fully automat,
ant) 100 clops 60 2177
I

these soft rwegaoce stuffed annma's have a Me
,ad.o hidden inside Derimte1v
a it,f t that s sore to say • 1 love you- aN year round

)0<hOUS troV,
StOf
S,

95 to 14P5
vit

C.
YOUR

COMPLETE

TOYLAND

HEADQUARTERS

THIS

YEAR.

North 12th Street Extended__ Hours: 10-6 Mon. thru
Phone 753-7100
- Thurs. & Sat 10-9 Fri.

Kadin lhaek

MIA

Authorized Sales Center
Sight and Sound Sales and Service
_80 Main St.-Benton, Ky.
*Batteries riot included.
527-9900-

ea

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, h
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General Fund Over Figure Of Last Year
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - per cent over last year but
Kentucky's general fund took in $200,000 under the estimate.
The Coal Severance Tax proa total of $174,992,171 during the
first quarter of the fiscal year, duced $8,703,822 for the three
which was 17,3 per cent above months, 3.3 per cent below the
the comparable figure for the estimate.
Cigarette tax receipts were
quarter-last year and 2.5 per
$4,247,277, up 17 per cent above
cent above the estimate.
Figures released by Revenue last year and 11.8 per cent over
Commissioner John Ross and the estimate.
Road Fund receipts totaled
Finance Commissioner Donald
Bradshaw showed sales and tax $87,711,988, up 25.8 per cent,
receipts for the quarter were while Road Fund tax receipts
$86,044,873, up 10.5 per cent were $63,1337,883, up 47.1 per
over last year and 3.7 per cent
over the estimate.
income
Individual
tax
receipts of $44,080,497 were 23.2
per cent above the same quarter last year and 7.5 per cent
above the estimate.
Corporation
tax
income
receipts were $12,821,282, up 2.5

DISCUSSING DRUG ABUSE: Four Murray State University freshmen discuss drug abuse with
Dr. C.S. Manley, right, an associate professor of pharmacology at the University of Tennessee
School of Medicine at Memphis, following an orientation meeting with biology, chemistry , and
psychology majors at the university. Dr. Manley. a native of Jackson. Tenn., told the Murray
students that the use of drugs could cause them to miss the "golden opportunity of their lives" if they
permit drug addiction to interfere with their education. From the left, the students are: Mike Sturmack, Louisville: Tom Von Dohlen. Charleston. W.Va.: Michael Rains. Louisville, and Steve
Courtney , Murray.

E. S. Manley Speaks On
Drugs To MSU Audience
The interest of young people periods in a person's life, he
in harmful drugs is _a fad and said, "and we all have them."
will pass in time, a leading
The dne of the most stressful,
pharmacologist said Tuesday at however, is for young people
Murray State University.
between the ages of 16 and 25, he
On the Murray State campus said,
,x)inting out that it is
to address a freshman orien- during this period that young
tation audience made up of people must deal with such
chemistry,
and stressing problems as sex,
biology
psychology majors, Dr. E. S. marriage, politics, -drug use
Manley, an associate professor temptations, military service,
of pharmacology at the H and war in Vietnam and others.
University of Tennessee School
"Young people at this age
of Medicine, Memphis, said level simply are not equipped to
there are many indications to cope with the use of drugs
support this belief,
under stresses such as these,"
"On the West Coast, where it he said, emphasizing that many
all started," he said, the problems can be brought about
campuses are quieter, and when a person becomes inmore and more young people volved with drugs.
are realizing just how
"You are here to get an
dangerous drug abuse can be. education," he said. "This
They are becoming smarter, university is here to help you
and we feel very definitely that prepare yourself to enjey life,
the problem is leveling off in but if you permit the use of
that area.
drugs to interfer with this, you
'Since it takes about two could well miss the golden
years for the West Coast 'fads' opportunity of your life when
to reach the Midwest, we feel you have the years set aside for
,.that we'll be seeing a similar you to prepare yourself for a
levelitia off isaites.area,in about useful and meaningful life."
that time," he went on.
A native of Jackson, Tenn.,
Dr. Manley went on to tell the
Murray State students that
society largely determines
which drugs are "proper" and
which ones are not, citing the
widespread use of alcohol and
caffeine in coffee.
The use of alcohol, which he
termed America's second
greatest
abuse
behind
overeating,is not only condoned
but is legalized by society,
while
others, such
as
cyclamate, 'the artificial
sweetener„
have
teen
legislated against.
"We are told," he said, "that
when the use of alcohol becomes
as big a health hazard as
College Town lib made
cyclamate, which caused
sure that men never
had it this good! This
tumors in rats when admenswear plaid and
ministered in rather large
tweed triO is fops in
quantities, perhaps it, too, also
any area
It's man
Pleasing and attention
will be legislated against.
getting, but best of all
"It is difficult, however," he
it's a look that it
totally, you! You'll
continued, to understand how
love the fit of the forest
cyclamate can ever become a
green wineberry fully
lined plaid jacket, that
greater drug abuse problem
takes 4 buttons and a
than intoxicants when alcohol
back belt. Vest is best
takes more than 30,000 lives
Vvith a forest green
tweed
fully lined man
every year on the nation's highvest Then complete
ways, and causes an untold
the eye catcher with lit
and flair plaid pants in
number of broken homes and
forest
green•,
devastated careers."
wineberry. All 80 ,
The Memphis scientist went
percent
Wool
20
percent Nylon.. Sized
on to say that society today
5610 i516 Now go
tends to think of drugs as being
start a fashion lib
Parade,
dangerous only when psysically
addicting, but psychic drive is
Jacket-$32.00
the major determining factor
a'est-$116.00
that leads a person to the use of
Pants-$16.00
a drug.
"It's the same drive that
leads people to over-eat or to
use tobacco," he said. "We can
cleanse the body of the
physicial effects of a drug
within_a comparatively short
time, but the psychic drive
remains and generally leads to
continuation of the addiction."
Drug abuse also often is
brought about because of stress

Hospital Report
October 73;1972 ADULTS 110
NURSERY 4

-

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Curd(Mrs. Mildred
Jane Curd), Rt, 3, Murray,
Baby Girl Brittain (Mrs.
Cynthia Ann Brittain), Coldwater Road, Trailer 8, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Robert Lee Summers, 108 S.
10th St., Murray, Miss Lynn
Rebecca Breskow, 601 Hart
Hall, Murray, Russel Thomas
Sledd, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss Mary
Dianne Majors, Rt. 1, Murray,
Master Ricky Dean Watson, 804
N. 18th St., Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy Dean Garland, 1638
Calloway, Murray, Albert
Williams, 811 Doran Rd.,
Murray, William Chesterfield
Wilkins expiredi, 1635 Miller,
Murray, Mrs. Eunice Francis
Grubbs (expired), Rt. 51
Murray.

STAGECOACH MAIL
On Oct. 9, 1858, the firs
•mail by overland stagecoach
from San Francisco reached
St. Louis after a trip of 23
days.

State and local governments settlement of a lawsuit resulted
received $27,796,587 during the in change of state policy and
past fiscal year in taxes and Lax produced a large increase in the
equivalents from TVA power share of the TVA payment
agency redistributed by the state to
distributors, the
reports. Electricity generated local governments.
by TVA is distributed by 160
In Georgia, a new state law
local electric systems in parts provides for all of the TVA
of seven states.
payment to the state to be
With $26 million paid by TVA passed on to the local units of
itself in lieu of taxes, this made government where TVA power
a total of nearly $54 million property is located in that
received by state and local state-an area that inclues
governments from the region's several counties near the
combined
TVA-distributor Tennessee border. This new
power supply operation during payment redistribution is made
the fiscal year ended June 30. quarterly, starting with the
The combined TVA and current fiscal year which began
distributor pa:•ments accounted July I.
for nearly 7 percent of the
power bills paid by the area's
homes, farms, business, and
industry. For neighboring
privately-owned power companies, state and local taxes
ranged from about 3 to 10
percent of revenues in the 1971
calendar years.
The $54 million total was an
increase Of more than $8 million
from the previous year. It has
more than doubled over the last
seven years. TVA is the largest
"taxpayer" to the state of
Tennessee, and most of the
municipal elec;ric systems
distributing TVA power are the
largest taxpayers to their city
governments.
TVA payments in lieu of taxes
by law are 5 percent of its power
revenues, except on sales to
Federal agencies. Taxes and
tax equivalents paid by the
distribution systems are
determined by state laws.
Ultimate distribution of the
$54 million total is expected to
include about $22 million to
cities and towns, $12 million to
counties, and $20 million to state
governments.
However, the
pattern of this distribution
varies according to the laws of
the different states. Most of the
funds going to the states come
from TVA, while most of the
funds going to local governments come from the municipal
and
cooperative electric
distribution systems.
In Tennessee, Kentucky,
Mississippi,
and
North
Carolina, substantial amounts
of the payments received by
these _states from TVA were
APITOL SCENE -California Sen. James R.
Mills
redistributed among local
turns 2yciist to support coastline protection
proposition.
governments. In Tennessee,'

Jumper-$16.00
Shirt-$15100

FASHION IS MAKING THE BIG
JUMP.. into jumpers and College
Town has the best Of them all The
U Neck fitted and flaired jumper
will always be where the action is.
Its' great lines let it fit every
occasion. With a button front and
low, easy pockets the flannel
jumper will be a wardrobe asset.
In wineberry, navy, camel, grey
or new rust. There's nothing like a
crepe de chine spaced floral shirt
with full, full sleeves to complete.
that special look
Choose
wineberry, navy or brown Both in
sizes 56 to 15 16

PI P01 Ady

NO HALLOWEEN MARTYRS
WANTED IN KENTUCKY
Halloween is the vigil night
before All Saints Day-a day
with roots in the ancient
commemoration on unknown
martyrs.
Unless motorists use extreme
caution, Kentucky may produce
some ner martyrs from among
the approximately 600,000
elementary school-age children
who will spill into the streets for
tricks-or-treats for Halloweenmartyrs to careless driving.
And they will not be unknown.
They could be Billy and Sally,
Tommy and Nancy-the kids
next door, or your own children.
The Insurance Information
Institute strongly warns that
while Halloween can be a fun
night for children, it is also
potentially dangerous for them
as they wander the darkened
streets in awkward, difficult-to
see costumes and visionimpairing masks.
The Institute urges all
motorists to think ahead and
drive slowly and carefully on
All Hallows Eve, offering the
following safety tips to
motorists and parents of trickor-treaters:
To motorists-Drive slowly
and warily. Watch for children
darting out between parked
cars, particularly on dimly
lighted residential streets. Be
extremely cautious while
backing out of driveways.
To parent -Escort your
littlest ones. If our children are
going as a group, give the oldest
a flashlight. Dress the kids in
bright clothing or stick reflect

ve tape on their costumes or
trick-or-treat bags. Use a
scissors to widen the eye holes
in their masks. Urge them n,
look up and down a street before
crossing.
Adults who do their own
merrymaking at Halloween
parties are reminded that
drinking and driving don't mix.
The Institute points out that
Halloween is a fun time for
children. In all th excitement,
they're not likely to be thinking
of safety. You-the motoristhave to do their thinking for
them.
If children's Halloween antics
remind you that you were a kid
once yourself, drive in a
manner to ensure that some
child will grow old enough to
say the same.
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Hospital Report
October 22, 1972
ADULTS 105
NURSERY 2
DISMISSALS
Miss Shenie Bogard, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Velma L. Ross
and baby boy, Route 3, Benton,
Mrs. Judy C. McLeod and baby
girl, Route 1, Dexter, Rural
Route Jones, 312 South 9th,
Murray, Mrs. Joann Balentine,
Route 1, Almo, Mrs. Robbie
Staples, Route 1, Kirlcsey, Paul
Dill, 507 Vine St., Murray, Mrs.
Ruby E.-Broan, 1503 Story Ave.,
Murray, Hallie W. Johnson,
Route 5, Benton, Mrs. Emma
America Baker, Route 5,
Benton.

College Town "smocks it to you"
with the hit of the year! The short
smock plaid jumper is a natural
attention getter.. with wowing
power! It's a natural winner in
forest green gold, navy-red, or
brown rust plaid combinations.
Sizes 56 to 15-16. The bonded
flannel 80 percent Wool 20 percent
Nylon pants mix in super style.
There's a rainbow of colors—
black, wineberry, forest green,
navy, purple, brown, camel, grey
and new rust—that look great
alone, but fantastic jumper
smocked! Sizes 5.6 to 13 14 When
it comes
to matching a long
sleeved Orlon interlock turtleneck
College Town has come up with
more colors than you could
Possibly imagine.. 17 to be exact!
Pick one, two or more., in sizes S

Smock Jumper-416.00
Pants-$14.00
Turtle Neck Sweater-47.00

Mayfield. K.

JR. STORE
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Motorists Urged To Use
Caution On Halloween

Fall's Colo
In Land B
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"LESS TAXtS"

Katterjohn

cent over last year and 3 per
cent over the estimate. Nontax
receipts for the road fund were
down 8.6 per cent because of a
decline in federal matching
grants.
Motor Fuels Normal tax
receipts of $47,857,551 were 2.2
per cent over the estimate
while Motor Vehicle Usage tax
receipts of $12,559,520 slightly
exceeded the estimate of $12
million and were $2.3 million
over the quarter last year.
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The bright reds and golds
splashed along the heavily
wooded roadsides and the
haunting call of early arriving
Canada geese are a familiar
and welcome introduction to the
fall season in TVA's Land
Between the Lakes. Black gum,
sumac, sourwood, dogwood,
maple, and hickory are among
the species of trees and shrubs
approaching their color peack
along The Trace and rnany of
the winding, backcountry
drives in the area. Wildlife is
also more active during the
crisp fall days and the prospect
of seeing a deer, turkey, or
eagle makes the wooded trails
and drives even more inviting.
A favorite observation point
for watching the big flights of
geese in the area is the Silo
Overlook in the Environmental
Education Center i EEC ). From
the silo visitors can watch
geese and other waterfowl as
they feed and wing along the
shallow flats of Lake Barkley.
Wheat, corn, and other grain
crops are provided for the 4,000
to 8,000 Canadas that usually
winter in Land Between the
Lakes. In addition to the
waterfowl several osprey, and
graceful "fish hawks", have
already been spotted "fishing"

. LLTA.T,LT,J,1 I T I,T InT I T 1 1T

along the lake shorelines, and
several bald eagles are showing
up in the quiet embayments of
the two lakes.
Hikers can enjoy a variety of
scenic trails in the EEC ranging
from a paved ,s-mile trail to a 21 2-mile walk around Hematite
Lake. Also within the Center are
a fallow deer enclosure where
visitors can see and photograph
this unique species; Center
Station where films and
displays are avilable; an
educational farm that recalls a
by-gone era in farm life; and
picnicking facilities.
For those who like to mix a
little fishing and picnicking with
their fall color and wildlife,
there are 22 lake access areas
that provide boat launching
ramps and picnic tables and
grills. Some of the most brilliant
fall color can be seen along the
roadsides leading from The
Trace into the access areas.
Although The Trace and
roads a around the EEC are
favorite "color" drives, there
are many others that provide
beautiful fall scenery. Among
those are the Old Ferry Road, a
blacktop. drive that runs from
Birmingham Ferry-access So
on Kentucky Lake to Eddyville
Ferry access on Lake Barkley;
the graveled roads that lead to
Bacon Creek, Fords Bay and
Pryor Hollow areas of Lake
Barkley; and the Blue SpringFort Henry Road that connects
The Trace with U.S. Highway 79
near Piney Campground in
Tennessee.
For maps and additional
information stop by or call the
Information Office, Land
Between the Lakes, TVA,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231,
Phone 502-924-5602.
.Jr
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SUPPOSITORIES

• Special connection
for community
cable or apartment
antenna
• Lighted channel
numbers.

Sparkling color, generous
screen size, plus the quality
for which RCA is famous!
One-set VHF fine tuning. Chassis'
featutts_xoany „solid state components. RCA's:higtr r;erforrn- ance color picture tube. Makes a
great second set for bedroom or
den. Come in and see this one soon!

23" Diag. Measure
Come in NOW for this Top Buy on a Top Brand! Today!

The CO-ED
Model ER330
14" Diagonal Measure

INCLUDED!
8-TRACK STEREO
TAPE PLAYER
r

1
3
C
3
3
3

Why put limits on your listening
pleasure? Value-priced RCA
console gives you not only superb
radio and record sound but the
exciting bonus of a built-in tape
unit. Solid state FM -AM-FM
Stereo radio. Studiomatic 4-speed
changer with diamond stylus.
Four speakers. See ,and hear it
now.
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FREE/
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OR CONTEMPORARY
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built-in 8-track
stereo tape unit
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• Automatic Fine
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3

: PREPARATION W

on RCA Color TV
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3
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for best selections.

• Ultra bright black
matrix picture
tube

1,3
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1
3
3
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INTIMATE HYGIENE
DEODORANT

2
I Robitussin
2

• AccuColor chassis
for great color
performance

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

CHLORASEPTIC
12 oz

.
. :89

Your best opportunity to select your brand-new RCA TV. Stereo, Radio! Don't miss these "RCA Week" values! Come in NOW .
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Budget-priced RCA

console plays both records

The NEWEAART
Model VRE09

and tapes 8-"track tape
player features automatic
or manual program
selection Diamond stylus
Two 9" oval duo-cone
speakers

RCA Stereo
Consoles
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State On Top Of Justice Stan dards
FRANKFORT, Ky—"With
Charlie Owen you can do all the
playing you want to do after the
meeting that ends at 3 am.—as
long as you're there and wide
awake for the meeting at 9
a m"
Owen is executive director of
the Kentucky Crime Commission
So said Col. Ray Pope,
commissioner of the Georgia
Department of Public Safety, at
the annual meeting of the
Kentucky Crime Commission.
And, he wasn't kidding.
A look at the standards set by
the National Conference of
State Criminal Justice Planning
Administrators adopted at that
annual meeting last week and

Kentucky's record in relation,to
these standards show's just
what Pope meant.
The first standard concerns
planning.
—Planning—The standards
require that each state planning
agency (SPA) present a
complete
and
accurate
assessment of crime and
delinquency and its impact in
the state. Furthermore, each
state must have sufficient inhouse staff to determine
planning priorities each year.
"This is related to the fact
that some states are relying
completely on outside consultants," Owen said. "In
Kentucky, we don't.

The Monagan Report, a study
of states crime commissions
published last spring, highly
criticized many state plans that
were products of outside consultants.
Kentucky'has spent less than
2 per cent of AS planning money
for outside constittants—the
national average was ,7.2 per
cent for the first three yltis of
the program.
state
—Auditing—Every
planning agency must audit
every action grant administered by the SPA, within
one year of its completion.
In the past, approximately 20
per cent of the Law Enforcement Assitance Administration LEAA action

grant were audited. Standards
now require a 100 per cent audit.
"We will have by December
an audit of 80 per cent of all our
money in Kentucky," said
Owen. "We'll try for 100 per
cent, but if we can't meet it,
we'll see if it can't be
realistically done."
—Monitoring—Each action
project administered by the
SPA must be monitored at least
once a year.
are way in front on this
one," said Owen.
Kentucky monitoring systems
include monthly checks on all
projects by regional crime
council director*, quarterly
fiscal and progriss reports and
semi-annual mate insptio.

—Evaluation—Each SPA
must assume responsibility of
funding
its
evaluating
decisions—determining if the
projects meet its objectives.
-We have set a level of
monitoring every grant," sine
Owen.
Kentucky regional directors
are encouraged to make
monthly contacts in person and
to report on them at monthly
director's meetings so that any
problems found in evaluation
can be handled immediately.
—Grants Management Information Systems
Every state planning agency
must have developed by Jan. 1,
1973, and have operational, by
July 1, 1973, a manual or
electronic GMIS.
Owen noted
that the
development and operation of
an effective GMIS system is one

of the most important
responsibilities of any SPA.
"Here in Kentucky," he said,
"we have developed and implemented an effective manual
system which has been called
exemplary by LEAA."
—Grant Administration—
Each SPA must see that each
project application is acted
upon within 90 days from the
date of its submission.
"We are meeting this," said
Owen, ''not much else can be
said.'
—Fund Flow—Each SPA
must insure that funds be
distributed to subgrantees
within 30 days. The national
standards also permits cancellation of the g grant if the
grantee hasn't moved to implement it within 120 days.
Report
"The Monagan
criticized some states because

the money wasn't getting out on ihas no windows.
the streets," said Owen. "Well, "He doesn't want his staff to
in Kentucky, we're making it know when the sun has gone
down."
within two weeks."
Staff
—Training
and
state
Development—Each
The short-short hair coming
planning agency must provide for fall ifor those who can wear
at least 16 hours of pre-service i0 is sleek and sophisticated.
training for all new SPA staff Endorsed by pace-setting
personnel and at least two hours hairdressers it is cut to be
of in-service training per month brushed forward on the cheeks
or back behind the ears. At the
to all staff professionals.
neckline, it is tapered to brush
"Again we are on top of the
forward and flat, curling
standard," said Owen. "But the
forward ever so slightly at the
National Conference should
bottom tip of the ears.
hold us to all of these standards.
If we can't make them, then
When painting the outside of
they should be changed
the house, brush dirt away first.
nationally. But I hope that Use a wire brush invented for
every board makes us im- this purpose. Buy it where you
plement them and won't let us buy paint supplies.
fall behind."
Have your cat and/or dog
"Charlie Owen," said Col.
Pope, "must have designed the had their rabies and distemper
Crime Commission building-it shots when due?
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Hot Seat Trike BIG
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26" high
• Lift up food tray

BANKAMERICARD
weicorne

Steel Frame•Large Contoured Seat

and foot rest
• Natural wood finish
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TEARFUL BABY
TENDER LOVE

for Added Comfort• Big Mag
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for Lay-Away!

Gentle-rocking action of Big
Steamboat Rockers lulls baby to sleep.

Wheels • Adjustable Pedals
• Chopper Handle Bars • Metal
Frame • Heavy Du,!),
Plastic. Seat
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THREE WHEE
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• Mag T

97 Lay-Away No
For Christmas

AELOiatfilrfolf.ikAssions changt—
from a happy smile, frowns, and
back to a natural expression.

For Ages 1 to 4 Years

Reg. '12.91

Broad comfortable seat with built-in horn acts as acover to the ample

SEE'N SAY®
Talking/Learning Toys

THREE STORY
DOLL HOUSE
unfolds to make
Vinyl case

3 large floors, Spacious patio
and garden.
COMPLETE WITH DOLLS
AND FURNITURE

Children can learn
Farm Animals/ABC's/
Nursery Rhymes and now
associate Colors/Objects/
Numbers in one toy.
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'Lll TOT TRAINER

96

Reg.
'10.97

• Heavy duty h
polypropylene

for Extra Stability

• Safety Seat.

Reg.

888

$592

'7.96

TABLE & CHAIRS

TUFF-STUFF

ALPHABET
BLOCKS
For Ages 2 to 5

4 Wheels

It's a walker • Converts to a Spring Horse

Molded polypropylene

• Cymbals

•Long-Wearing •Durable

30 BlocksGuaranteed 5 Years
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'8.88

tote box storage space

driftjn to

Table and $108
2 Chairs
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,
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But it takes much more than
perfect English to make the
teacher of the year.

Writer Has Fine Crop Pumpkins In Flower Bed; Visitors Here
By Estelle Spieeland
October 20, 1972
Who can grumble if winter is
here now,for we have had ideal
weather for corn gathering and
bean harvesting, and crops
have been beautiful, so we have
much reason for thanksgivings.
We even grew several fine
pumpkins without planting or
tending. The vines grew in a
flower bed on the front lawn and
surprised us.
Mrs. Clyde Spiceland took
advantage of the fine autumn
weather and went to Michigan
as Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Cathey
went back after a week here.
But she found the weather had
changed on her return home.

So did Mr. and Mrs. Oury
Lovings
who
went
to
Chatanooga for a week while
the trees were beautiful.
The Jim Pat Wilson's moved
out of the big old house known
as the Joe Montgomery place
last week, and into their new
house by his parents, the James
Wilson's. A little red headed
baby may become spoiled, so
near its grandparents.
The Floyd Renfros with
grown children and others in the
grades at Concord, now have
twins, a boy and a girl. Mrs.
Renfro is a granddaughter of
the late Dellon Outland's of the
Pine Bluff area.
Singers from the Poplar

Spring Church went to sing for
patients at Westview Nursing
Home as usual Wednesday
afternoon.
In our Concord community at
The Pentecostal Church the
pastor, Bro. Zounty and wife,
sing beautiful duets. They
visited Gradie Smith, an invalid
and others. One especially
lovely song is "Thank You For
The Valley."
It's sometimes hard for us to
be thankful for the valleys and
every hill we had to climb.
We had a letter from the
niece, Wilma Gannon, in
Colorado Springs. She and her
husband both teach and send
five children to school. The
r

Educators Endorse Law Education

I remember an old teacher,
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—
Son Evans, who put quotations Kentucky educators have intwin, 4 years old, are in nursery on the
wall of the one room dicated their general support
school.
school. One was: "Be courteous for a Kentucky Crime CommisTo old retirees, her schedule to all, but intimate with few, sion report dealing with educasounds rushed, but one day and let those few be well tion in law enforcement.
when the birds are flown from chosen."
About 20 officials from 10 colthe home nest, she as others,
Mother was: "Who steals leges and universities attended
can look back wistfully to the my purse, steals trash,
a day-long session at Frankfort
but
days when someone needed her. who filches from me my good Monday to discuss the report
Being essential is very essen- name robs me of that which, not with the crime commission
tial.
enriched him, but makes me staff, which will make specific
recommendations to the comSince retiring from public poor indeed."
life, I find many new life stories
mission on financing various
Character builders is what aspects of the program.
in the program, "To Tell The
The report, prepared by Dr.
Truth," on television at 6:30 the teachers of the year should
channel 5, weekday afternoons. be, and what the hiothers of Robert Crane of Illinois, inSaw the "Teacher of the tomorrow should be if America cludes a recommendation for a
Year" last week who said, is to remain the "Land of the Ph 1) program in social profes"Mrs. Nixon met my family and Free and the Home of the sions at the University of KenBrave."
tucky to provide faculty and reI." Was it correct?

searchers for law enforcement
education and for a master's
degree program at the University of Louisville to provide
administrators, planners and
researchers for police departments and faculty for undergraduate law enforcement
programs.
Kentucky educators appeared
to oppose just one facet of the
report, one that would divide
participating schools into three
grographical regions for the
purpose of planning. College officials contended that such a division would result in a piecemeal approach
No agreement was reached
by conferees on a proposal to
create a centralized Law En-

forcement and Corrections
Training Institute.
The educators agreed that
such a program is needed.
Some suggested that regional
training centers might be more
feasible than one facility if
over-all coordination of training
was maintained.
AIRSHIP CROSSING
The Goodyear airship "Europa" recently completed the
first crossing of the English
Channel by a lighter-than-air
ship since 1930.
The Capitol building in
Washington, D.C., sits on a
plateau RR feet above the level
of the Potomac Rive

Ad Good Thers.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun., October 26-29

OPEN 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
MON. thru SAT.
1-6 p.m. SUNDAY

NR--ELECTRIC
FOOTBALL GAME

Roses
HAVE THE BatSeee&•10/%4
•
J

t Trike

ge Contoured Seat
rt• Big Mag

eavy Duty

Peliatiitsit

BIG WHEEL

FOOTBALL SET

Fast Convenient!

NFL Player Approved

THREE WHEEL SPEED CYCLE
• Football
• Horizontal Leg Drive • Engine Sound

• Pump

USE

• Rear Wheel Racing Slicks

ROSES

• Long Horn Handlebars

7 Lay-Away Now
1 9 For Christmas!

• Tee

24 players in realistic poses, quarterbacks

• Mag Type Front Wheel

Seat

NFL

Lay-Away Is

tole Pedals
ndle Bars • Metal

Play Like The Plo—is.

that Kick & Pass

Lay-A-way

$ 3"

LITTLE WHEEL

Reg.

Reg.
5696

..••••

$544

FOLDING BLACKBOARD

--HOP ON AND_

• A reit-rally type 3 wheel cycle

Blackboard, Chalk, and Eraser

AWAY-YOU Ginf

• Mag rear wheels really
.N
driftjnto a turn

Strong Wooden Frame
Just right for playing school,

Regular
12.94

• Heavy duty high impact
polypropylene

$894

.5300

learning-to write numbers and letters.

Authentic looking cap guns

Regular '4.34

• Holster

MARVEL THE MUSTANG

• Slung low for
easier cornering

Great for the Little Cowboy!

$399

$994
SKITTLE POKER

• Drumsticks

The keen concentration of a card player.

SKITTLE
POOL
Fun for the entire family.
Lay-Away

.

For 2 to 4 players.

that makes thinking fun!
Fun for All The Family!

Reg.
1.94

$1066

Electro Shot Game

STEREO
Wood Block

• Snare Drum

COMPONENT SET

SELF LOADING ELECTRIC RIFLE

• Phono

• Fire Single

• Twt Speakers

Shot or Rapid Fire

• Dust Covers

TRAP DRUM SET
Reg.
$888
'10.97

. —1. -.1_ _.....

Table top pool game.

Now!

• Bass
Drum

YAHTZEE
GAME
The fun game

Reg. '11.76

Tom
Tom

$396

$4.92

• Pellets Stay In
Enclosed Range

• 8 Targets

TOOTSIETOY
TRUCKS & CARS
Die cast metal. 8 different
models for your selection.

Ideal Gift
GREAT

for Christmas

'

$2R88

STOCKING
STUFFER!

77ct
Ea
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New Child
Program To
Be Explained

AGE ELEVEN

Beauty of Nature In October Is
Described By Former Teacher

Popcorn, America's
Oldest Snack Food
Mass. Delighted with its taste,
By Nevyle Shackelford
colonial housewives were soon
UK College of Agriculture
LEXINGTON, KY.—Popping serving popcorn with sugar and
was probably the first use man cream for breakfast, a foretaste
made of corn, according to M.J. of the huge puffed cereal inBitzer, Extension specialist in dustry of the future.
grain crops at the University of
Further popcorn research
College
Kentucky
of reveals that Indians in the
Agriculture.
And, from Great Lakes region considered
prehistoric to modern times, popcorn soup a great delicacy.
man has considered popcorn a They prepared the main
favorite treat.
ingredient in a pottery crock
Here in the United States, heated by hot sand. The
popcorn is the oldest of snack European colonists improved
items and still one of the most on Indian methods by using
popular. According
to the pierced iron sheets that
National Geographic Society, resembled early bed-warming
more than 350 million pounds of pans.
it were consumed last year in
Then came the handy, longthis country. As a result, pop- handled screen wire popper
corn, is a valuable cash crop in that, on long winter evenings,
areas—Kentucky waved to and fro over beds of
some
producers over 10,000 acres of live coals across the width and
this grain, worth more than $1 breath of the United States. The
million annually, Bitzer says. popped corn, which was called
Poplar long _before _tbe_first_ ._"caps," was eaten_ buttered and
Europeans visited the New salted or as a confection Called
World, popcorn probably grew -popcorn
balls."
This
as a wild grass in Middle homemade goody was the result
America before 4000 B.C. of boiling sorghum to a thicker
Scientists exploring caves on consistency, pouring it over the
the east coast of Peru found and popcorn and then rolling the
popped corn 1,000 years old. In corn into small round balls.
.1492, Christopher, Columbus is
Late in the 19th century,
reported to have discovered county fairs,- carnivals and
natives in the West Indies circuses took popcorn out of the
wearing popcorn decorations living room and put it into
like corsages. Later explorers colorful wagons. No outing was
found Indians growing and complete without a stop at the
munching the food all the way' -poMorn machine,- with its
from South America to Canada. overflowing popper filling the
The Aztecs raised it as -a crop air with the irresistible aroma
and used it to make necklaces of hot, fresh popcorn. The inand other ornaments by troduction of popcorn stands
threading popped kernels on a into theaters promoted this
string just as American popular snack into an industry
children have done for years at grossing millions of dollars a
Halloween and Christmas.
year.
The popcorn now grown and
In North America, English
colonists probably were in- popped is far different from that
troduced to popcorn at the first of the early Indians. Modern
Thanksgiving feast in Plymouth agricultural scientists have
perfected types of corn that can
explode into a fluffy mass up to
40 times the size of the grain. In
other
words, an ounce of
modern popcorn can swell to a
quart-size cup of this delicacy.
Classified as
Zea mays
everta, popcorn may be an old
snack, but it still retains plenty
of snap.

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Child
Welfare Commissioner Evans
D. Tracy will outline the
direction of his department's
new community -based
treatment
delinquency
program Nov. 2, before a group
of county judges and attorneys
departmental
staff
and
representing 17 western Kentucky counties.
Tracy is the keynote speaker
for a Child Welfare area staff
meeting to be held Nov. 2 - 3 at
Kentucky Dam Village. He will
deliver his speech Thursday
evening at 6:30 p.m.
The community-based
treatment program represents
a major change M direction in
the department's efforts to
prevent delinquency and
rehabilitate children already in.
trouble.
Basically, the emphasis of the
program is to deal with a child's
problems in the community
whenever possible, instead of
sending the youth to an institution for deliquents.
Child Welfare officials believe
that in many cases a child who
is supervised in his own community or in a foster home is
less likely to get in trouble again
than a child who is placed in an
institution.
This new program, which was
at teat partly made possible by
legislation enacted by the 1972
General Assembly, has been
recognized by representatives
of the National Council on
Crime and Delinquency and the
Juvenile
Senate
U.S.
Delinquency Subcommittee as
one of the more progressive
programs of its kind in the
nation.

By Mrs. Ottis Patton
There is a healing for the soul
in nature. As I drove through
the Smoky Mountains last fall
about this time of year the
beauty of the trees filled my
spirit with such awe that in
mind's eye I call still remember
the glow of the red berries on
the eleven dogwood trees in my
daughter's yard.
The autumn trees grow bold
and brighten the sky with red
and gold. This is the time of
year 1 always taught the poems,
"October's
Bright
Blue
Weather" and "Trees."
The winter trees glisten all
dressed in icy white. What is
more beautiful-than looking out
.on an icy, snowy morning and
seeing the trees bowing their
limbs laden in white as a stately
bride dressed for her groom.
The Spring caresses every
leaf, God adorns His trees and
with blooms and birds of every
hue. The cool breeze under a
shade tree with birds singing
_their long songs during mating
season can but renew life in
anyone who takes time to look
and listen.
Summer comes. The trees are
cool and green thru the day,soft
whispery when the sun goes
down. Look at the trees in your
own yard, or take a drive thru
our parks and see and enjoy the
beauty of nature. This poem I
love. By Joyce Kilmer.
NOSE FOR NEWS.— Mt. Rushmore NatiorTal Memorial id" checked to seal cracks in
Lincoln's nose, which is 2 1 foot long

FOR ALL IS BEST PRESERVED WHEN
YOU EXERCISE THIS GREAT PRIVILEGE
AND DUTY

THE
"PEOPLES
CHOICE"
Savings grow quickly and safely in high-yield
savings accounts. Billdozer checking makes
bill-paying —a real push-over. ExtrAUTOnary car loans almost always save one full
payment. Personal loans are made courteously. easily, and in confidence; as well
other loans f6i-lhe good things in life. And
our financial advice is free. The extraordinary
bank keeps these "campaign" promises year
after year. That's what keeps the extraordl
nary bank the people's choice.
It's extraordinary what we can
do for you, if you let us.

Thy
EN:tram-14it-1815'
_LtH1t.

PEOPLES BANK
0/

.

MURRAY

KY.

Hillman To
Remain Open
Year-Round
TVA announced today that
Hillman Ferry, one of three big
family campgrounds in Land
Between the lakes, will remain
open throughout the fall and
winter season. Hillman is
located on the Pisgah embayment of Kentucky Lake
about three miles south of
Barkley Canal.
In making the announcement
Robert M. Howes, director of
Land Between the Lakes said,
"In the past we have received
many request -- from family
campers and camping clubs to
extend the season at Hillman
Ferry but this has been impractical chiefly due to the lack
of winterized facilities.Because
of the overwhelming popularity
of Hillman and the need for
additional camping space, we
are now in the process of adding
facilities that will enable us to
keep the campground open
year-round for our visitors."
A new central service building
that will provide heated shower
and restroom facilities is now
uoder construction adjacent to
the present trailer camping
circle. Additional tent and
trailer sites with electrical
outlets are planned for the same
area in the new future. The
trailer circle, available to both
tent and trailer campers during
the "off-season", is the major
portion of Hillman that will
remain open this winter.
Electrical outlets, water,
dumping station, and boat
launching facilities are also
available.
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"TREES"
I think I shall never see A
poem as lovely as a tree
A tree whose hungry mouth is
.

Your Individual

pressed Against the Earth's
sweet flowing breast.
A tree that looks at God all
day And lifts her leafy arms to
pray
A tree that may in Summer
wear A nest of Robins in her
hair.
Upon those bosom snow has
lain Who intimately lives with
rain
Poems are made by fools like
me But only God can make a
tree.
Remember on a hill far away
a tree bore God's son to brim
peace that passes all understanding.
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DRESSING

Give your salads delicious, excitingly di-fferent flavor with Swiss Chalet dressing.
Smooth, exhilaruting. Vacuum packed for
freshness. Unlike any dressing you've ever
tasted.

AT PARTICIPATING
GULF DEALERS WHERE YOU SEE
THE FREE SALAD DRESSING SIGN.
OFFER ENDS NOVEMBER 30TH, 1972
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Gulf Oil Co.
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FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1972
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
our birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
hat your outlook is, according
You may overreach your
the stars.
mark now through overanxiety
or miscalculation. Recall how
r. 21 to Apr. 20)
you waded through complex
A good day for a determined days before, and be guided by
OU. Pick and choose your experience.
tivities with discretion, but in SAGITTARIUS
doing, do NOT neglect little ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
tails.
Jupiter's beneficent aspect
especially favors research,
URUS
pr, 21 to May 21) dew? scientific interests,
ow to best utilize your organizational matters,
ents and possibilities will be finances. You may get some
amount now. Astute thought good ideas from others.
FORE taking action will CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
e time, prevent errors.
A day which calls for strong
MINI
discrimination. Don't waste
y 22 to June 21) 11
time on nonessentials while you
andle routine before at- neglect vital matters.
pting the new or ex- AQUARIUS
urricular. Gains indicated
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
advertising, promotion,
Avoid tendencies toward
tten
matters
and restlessness, indecision.
ational pursuits.
Protect yourself and others
against_
dubious schemes,
CER
deceiving appearances and lack
e 22 to July 231
not anticipate difficulties, of restraint.
be prepared to forestall PISCES
. Planetary configurations (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A mixed sort of day. You are
late your finest efforts.
hasize tolerance and in the middle of changing
situations, some controversy,
niality.
some very interesting opportunities. Work matters out
24 to Aug. 231 1/24"g with your usual foresight.
erally auspicious, but
YOU BORN TODAY have
y won't run on its own
You will be the pilot, and been endowed with a magnetic
ly the pivot for those personality, an unerring gift of
m you come in contact. leadership and lofty idealism
which makes that leadership
safe to follow._ You have a
24 to Sept. 231
strong sense of responsibility
e some changes are
and will never fail those who put
g place, the day, their trust in you. Also, you
rally, is governed by
have a keen sense of perception,
cent stars. Begin helpful
an extraordinarily analytical
discussions, and stick with
mind and, being extremely
frying matters that still need
versatile, could succeed at
are.
almost any field of your
LIBRA
choosing. Careers in which you
(Sept. 34 to Oct. 231 41"
would find your greatest hapNot too much planetary help, piness, however, include the
but the Wart, active person can law, .the theater, writing,
always manipulate an "off" day painting or business manageinto one of sound usefulness, ment. Birthdate of: Theodore
even if in an unexpected Roosevelt, 26th Pres., U.S.A.;
manner.
Dylan Thomas, Welsh poet.
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15 OZ. BAG OF
HERSHEY KISSES
OR
100 CT. LOOT BOX
BAZOOKA GUM

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES

firz,/,125

CT BIT OF HONEY
OR
100 DERAN ASSORTED
TREATS

-

YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE

57c

83c
CLARKS MILK DUDS JRS
OR
DUN DUN SUCKERS,
BLO BUBBLE GUM,
HALLO PENNY MIX,
SOURBURST ROLLS

Spooks and goblins
come to life on Halloween with this assortment of flame
retardent costumes.
Sizes S, M,L.

YOUR CHOICE

73c

Many Different Characters

DUm DUN POPS
OR
KING KUP PEANUT
BUTTER GOLD
FOIL KUPS

•

\

87c

YOUR CHOICE

criA CLOWN MOUTH
SUGAR LIPS

ASSORTED MASKS

WRIGLEYS
10 '5 STICK BAGS

NIKLNIP
OR
TWIRL POPS

-Trick or treat time
will be all treats
when you appear at
the door with these
vinyl masks. Choose
from 100's of styles.

23'
YOUR CHOICE
YOUR CHOICE

FALL FESTIVAL MIX
POLY PUMPKIN POPS
HAVABANANA
CARAMELS

BIG HALLOWEEN
JACK-O-LANTERN

YOOHOO

Washington, D.C.—The organized into seven subnation's tire indsutry has councils, working in conjuncton
pledged it's full cooperation with the Commerce Departwith a broad new government- ment. Earlier reports dealt with
sored progran1 to help "packaging and labeling" and
ers get more mileage "violence in the media."
The new tire report said that
Out of their tires, and promote
proper inflation is important to
ety, by proper inflation.
he blueprint for the new safety, economy and quality of
ogram was contained in a ride. It cited recent government
port, "Tire Inflation and the and private studies showing one
nsumer," made public by the out of four cars with underational Business Council for inflated tires and nearly onensumer Affairs. The report, third of air towers surveyed
as prepared by NBCCA's Sub- inaccurate by four pounds.
These conditions could be
ouncil on Product Safety,
headed by Ruth Handler, remedied if all motorists
checked their tires regularly
President of Mattel, Inc.
"The new program holds out with hand gauges, the report
promise of great benefits to all said, but riot enough drivers do.
motorists in increased safety So there is "need for a program
and economy," said Ross R. to provide for regular
Ormsby, Chairman of the Tire calibration of air towers."
Industry Safety Council, in a
As "one effective and inexletter to William D. Lee, pensive solution," the report
executive director of NBCCA. cited a proposal once made by
The inflation report recom- the National Bureau of Stanmended that everybody in- dards to provide existing state
volved in the sale, servicing and and local weights and measures
use of tires increase efforts to officials with equipment to
educate consumers on the check and correct air towers
importance of proper tire in- when they visit service station
flation."
to check gasoline pumps. This
It also recommended that the would cost only 6100,000 f3r the
-federal government initiate and entire nation, the report
L:
coordinate " a continuing estimated.
program to assure accurate
It called on the Department of
readings" on air pressure Transportation, which has the
towers in service stations, tire federal responsibility for hignstores, and -other places.
way safety, and the Department
"The tire companies, of of Commerce which maintains
course, have been aware of the liaison with state and local
inflation problem, and working weights and measures officials,
on it in various ways, for a long to join in the calibration
time," said Ormsby. "We are program "without delay."
glad to have other interested
groups now join us in a steppedKhartoum in the Sudan v‘as
up program as a result of the
one of the principal cities for
NBCCA's work."
The additional efforstNof the the slave trade in the 18h0s.
tire companies will be coorAn old Chinese proverb says
dinated through the Tire Industry Safety Council in mischief all comes from much
Washington, Ormsby said. The opening of .the mouth.
Council, supported by U.S. tire
'Tornadoes.
North
a
manufacturers, puts out more
material on tire care and American specialty, have
spared none ed the United
safety.
National
says
States,
The NBCCA was created by Geographic.
presidential executive order in
August, 1971; to give private
industry a new vehicle to
Girls in the Okavango region
respond to -the concerns of the of Botswana. Africa. fashion
beautiful!) decorated belts
American consumer."
It now has 111 members, from ()Ariel; eggshells.

9
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Tire Industry Pledges
Cooperation In New
onsumer Aid -Program
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THE LEDGER & TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

FRUITEES
OR
wRIGLEYS
70 PC ,BAGS OF GUm

YOUR CHOICE

Use this tor a
scary decoration
or for your Halloween candy.

Choose
from
Mr. Pumpkin,
assorted Spook
Sticks or Halloween horn and
pop.

HALLOWEEN LITE

Flashlight with 3
interchangable heads
Battery
not
included.

HALLOWEEN SAFETY
FLASHLIGHTS

Spook your pals
with this! Great
for window decorations. Just
plug in electric
outlet.

BRACH TREATS
PARTY PAKS
670
:
TAFFY
BROOMSTICKS

874
PEANUT
BUTTER ROLLS

HALLOWEEN GOBLIN TREATS
YOUR CHOICE

834
SATCHEL
PARTY PAKS

HALLOWEEN
TRETCH WIG
Flashlight ano
Flashlight gun
both with interchanga ble hear:'

•5

TRICK or TREAT BAG

'ta*cisisk

Keep your Halloween candy
longer in these!
Individual Treat Bags
....23C pkg.

9-9 Mon.-Sat

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

I LB. BAGS MILKY WAY,
SNICKERS,3 MUSKETEERS
ALMOND BARS
34 LB. BAGS
OF m&mS PLAIN
AND PEANUT
CURTIS 2 LB. CANDY CORN
CURTIS 18 OZ. TOFFEE
CURTIS Sc BAG CANDY CORN
14 OZ. BABY RUTH OR
BUTTERFINGERS
MR. PUMPKIN BUBBLE GUM
DERAN BANANA SPLITS,
GRAPE WILDS
2 Sc SUGAR DADDIES
SUGAR DADDYNUGGETS
mINATURES HERSHEY JRS.
mR.GOODBAR OR
KRACKEL

,88c
Snug fit - One size
fits all. Can be bunned. bobbed, braida
Or styled to personal tastes.

GRAB A BROOM AND FLY
ON IN! USE YOUR BANK
CREDIT CARD
AT BIG K!

THE LEDGER & 'tIMES—MURRYI. KENTUCKY

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.,
National Institute

of

Director
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District KFWC Has
Consumer Legislative Meet

Mental Health

CAPITAL IDEAS

Eleanor
a political
activist

The ICentucity Federation of your name to a contract that
Women's Clubs (KWFC) First you do not fully understand Use
District Consumer Legislative your common sense. Always
.ingle group of hospitalized paSeminar was held Monday at take time to compare products
RE Schizophrenia
Rents.
and prices, and deal only with
Mr. Bill's Restaurant.
Selecting the proper treatment
Specific questions which the
reputable businessmen.
Mrs.
James
Austin,
governo
r
for each schizophrenia patient is
California researchers will seek
Vandeventer concluded by sayof First District, introduced the
almost as puzzling as this comanswers to include the followspeaker, David Vandeventer, as- ing anyone having a consumer
plex disease itself. What is the
ing. "Do psychotherapy and
By RAY McHLGH
right treatment for the right padrugs complement or compete
sistant attorney general of Ken- complaint or problem should
Copley News Service
tient?
with each other? Do psychotucky Consumer Protection Di- contact his office by calling the
We are trying to find the ananalysts, therapists, nurses, famvision. He explained the impor- consumer hotline at 1-800-372WASHINGTON — Eleanor
swers and now, with support
ily, and psychoogical tests agree
2960.
tance of consumer protection and
McGovern is no Bess Truman,
from the National Institute of
on treatment results?
said the primary function of his
Ralph Graves, representative
Mental Health, of HEW's
She wants to be first lady. she
-Do the benefits of drugs peroffice is to protect against con- from Bardwela discussed some
Health Services and Mental
sist, or are they very short-term"
wants to live in the White
sumer
fraud.
introdu
the
of
laws
ced
in the
Vi'hich treatments are least costly
Health Administration, the final
House,She's not afraid to say1977 General Assembly, stating
A film, "The Bad Apple," eici
in relation to benefits?"
phase of a long-term study to
so. She even writes her own
that of the 24 laws which. were
shown to illustrate the different
Preliminary research, based
answer key questions about
speeches along the campaign
directly concerned with consumon short-term outcome of a
,
fraudulent techniques used on
schizophrenia treatment has
trail.
number of patients treated by
er protection, seven actually bebeen launched.
the consumer.
For
some, the candid camone of the five methods listed,
The study, by scientists of the
came taw. He stated that the
Vandeventer conducted a quespaigning style of Sen. George
suggests that, in general, drugs
University of California at Los
General Assembly established a
tion and answer period, followMcGovern's pert and pretty
are the most efficient treatment. ing
Angeles, will compare the short
Consumer's Advisory Council,
the film. He stated that the
wife and the mother of his five
But the present study will amand long term outcome of five
member
with
appoint
s
by
ed
the
consum
er must be aware and
plify and clarify this and other
children is a welcome bit of
different methods of treating this
governor of Kentucky, with duevidence so far accumulated; protect himself and listed four
major mental illness.
tangible politics in an otherties to act in an advisory caand it represents one of 60 simple rules to avoid "being
The methods are: use of drugs
wise dull presidential contest.
pacity
consume
on
affairs.
r
taken."
The
They
were:
studies
currentl
never
y supported in
bealone
President Nixon describes
„ • individual psychotherapy,
council shall prepare and pubihe search for effective treatment lieve what a salesman says —
combination OT drugs and psyhis wife Pat as "the best camannuall
lish
of
y
report
a
schitopl
on the
irenta.
pia k
ersiting. Never sign
chotherapy, electroshock treatpaigner in the family." Sen.
atste of consumer affairs in
ment, and milieu (environment)
--Kentucky.
— McGovern pays similar tribtherapy.
utes to Eleanor and both mese
Previous evidence shows that
Mrs. Chyron Wallets, KFIVC
obviously mean it.
some patients respond better to
consumer and marketplace
The two women, however,.
certain treatments than to othchairman, spoke briefly on the
offer a marked contrast. Mrs.
ers. If we could identify characimportarae of keeping abreast
teristics which would indicate
Nixon avoids personal inon legislation concerning the
preferred treatment for a panicvolvement in national issues
consumer and to inform the repular patient, the maximum beneand decisions. It is her husresentatives of our feelings, pro
fits could be brought to more
band's opinions that count,
The
wan
annual
fall
geese,
hike
ospreys
day
in
and bald eagles
patients from the currently availnot hers, she says.
Ninetee
TVA's
n
were
clubs
Land Between the Lakes that are arriving in the area.
representable therapies.
Mrs. McGovern relishes poImportance of the problem is
will be held on Saturday, For additional information visit ed and brought 75 students from
litical debate. On a national
LOPS I DE o VIEW—Camel in Chicago munches a tidbit and gets into this off-cen
underlined by the fact that victhe
followin
schools:
g
Ballard
Novemb
or
er
11.
The
contac
public
t the Information
is
tered
tims of schizophrenia occupy
appearance. Life to this fealovfaa4_ aaarsi-y eginding affair, indeed. Camel is denizen of
Memorial, Calloway County, "Meet the Press" television
invited to enjoy the wide variety Office, TVA Land Between the
_
interview, she fenced effecone-fourth of all hospital beds
Lincoln Park zoo.
Carli
sle County, Crittenden
,
of trails that range from aa mile Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky
tively with newsmen and used
in the U.S. and are the largest
County,
Jetton Junior High, Livto 17 miles inalength. All age 4=1; phone 502-924-5602.
the opportunity to plug her
ingston
Central
,
Lone
Oak,
groups are urged to participate
ORV AREA OPEN
husband's tam key issues —
Loves, Lyon County, Mayfield,
HOW CAN I WRITE
MAYFE WU.
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in the full day of activities and
THERE MUST BE 5atiETHING
TVA has issed a reminder
the continuing war in Vietnam
EN61.158 THEME
Notth
Marshal
l
and
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CasioHAVE TC WRITE
HOW EXCITING IT 15 WHEN
WRONG WITH ME I NEVER
to enjoy the fall scenery and about their 2,500-acre off-road
and alleged corruption in theON MI55 941EET4TORV5
MOUT 50METH2,
THE GRAPE COATS COME
KNOW WHAT TO SALL.
abundance of wildlife in the vehicle (ORV ) area in Land
Nixon administration.
NEW BcIOK if ir5 SEEN
EL5E
SAILING INTO THE ARBOR
area.
BANNEO fem OUR
Between the Lakes. The area,
She seeks out newsmen and
LIBRARq?
Highlight of the hike activities which was designated to serve
never passes up a television
will be the 17-mile trail that trail bikes and other Ors, is
opportunity. Adverse public
starts just north of Jenny Ridge located in the rugged, wooded
opinion polls, she says, don't
bother her.
picnic area on The Trace. The area around Turkey Bay on
"George is always behind in
heavily
wooded trail winds Kentucky Lake. In addition to
/0 the polls — but he wins the
westward from The Trace to the backwoods trails, the Turkey
elections," she says.
Kentucky Lake shoreline and Bay area provides camping
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At a Women's National
paved trail that is designed to Pond Information Office and
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BRACH'S CHOCOLATES
Choice of Chocolate Peanuts - Chocolate
love Halloween candy. Make us your
Peanut Clusters - Malted Milk Balls headquarters for Trick or Treat Candy.
Bridge Mix Peanut Caramel Clusters We carry a large assortment of
Milk Chocolate Stars.

HUGH
Service

sole
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LILT HOME
PERMANENTS
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Choice of Lilt Special or
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Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's
Highway 64I MURRAI,K1.

Something,w-Tcr-Be Added
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
WATCH FOR IT!!

Choice of regular, hard-to-hold,
super hard-to-hold, grey hair,
unscented.
Reg.
$ 1 26
2.35
16-oz.

HALLOWEEN
COSTUMES
Boys and Girls
Priced from

Red
dCross PE
ADHESIVETA

The Only True Discount Prescription
Prices!

Choice of 1-in., 5 yds. No. 5041
or 1,4 in 10_yds. No. 5050

Peanut Brittle
FUN
6

Reg. 69'
your Ch°Ice

ge

Sale

54c

44213
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HAIR SPRAY

$277

$297
Prevent costly unnecessary
freeze-ups! Insulate those
water pipes

HEAT TAPE
6-Ft to 25-Ft
with or without
thermostat

PIPE INSULATION
MEN'S

Quilted
Jumpers

BOYS

$227 & Up

JUMP
SUITS

Sizes 36 46

/
1
4,04 ANTIFREEZE
R
Uncle Jeff's
Price

$1 87

Many Colors
$
695

MEN'S

FLANNEL SHIRTS
Small
Medium''
Large
Extra Large'-I* SHOE DEPARTMENT *I LADIES
Special Selection

Dress Shoes
Sizes 5-10

•

Try Our Convenient Loy-Away elan!

4-Place with
Drawer, Re

$767
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

•

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x11' to 24•40'
Complataly Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidewalls and Roof

FOR SALE
REPOSSESSED CUTTER blade
for D6 dozer. Also repossessed
1967 Chrysler New Yorker. Phone
753-1893.
028C
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Darnell Marine Sales
Highway 94
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
:ONE USED Oriental 9'x12' rug,
$150.00. Phone Paris, Tenn., 1FURNISHED APARTMENT. $50
901-642-7860.
028P
per month. Electric heat.
Married couple only. Call 753-5074
STOVE AND refrigerator, saddle
after 5:00 p.m.
028? blankent
and bridle and two bred
gilts. Phone 753-6940.
028C
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
SPINET PIANO: May be seen in
conditioned, utilities furnished.
your area. Reliable persons inOne block from University
terested in small balance and low
campus. Couples only, no pets.
payments may
write to
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
Richardson Music Company,
Poplar Bluff, Mo.
1TP
TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple
preferred. References. See B.B.
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
VA LOANS,no down payment for
Murray Drive In Theatre enqualified veteran. 12 years to
trance.
TFC pay. Drive on out almost
to
TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Hale's Trailer Court. 885.00 per Bank financing on spot. Bill's
month. Contact Wiley Mayfield at Mobile Homes, 3900 South
IGA, Northside or Hale's Trailer Helaine Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
443-6150.
028C
Court.
031P

GUNS, EXCELLENT condition.
Hi-Standard 22 double-9, British
303 customized, Mauser 7rnm
original. Phone 489-2306 or 7536496 after 6:00p.m.
028C

10 GALLON Fish aquarium and
MARCHING DRUM and case,
supplies. Also lady's dresses, size
like new, with stand, $30.00.
12. Phone 753-3692 after 4:00
Phone 753-6057.
026C
p.m.
026P
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

MILLIONS OF rugs have been
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's
America's finest. Rent electric
shampooer 81. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.
028C

October Specials
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE CATFISH
* REAL KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAM
Open Pit Hickory Smoked
Barbecued Pork
PICK YOUR CHOICE!!
All You Can Eat for•-.$265

We have what you're looking for at Tucker's ...
If we don't, we'll find it for you!
1 bath with central
RENTIN'& REPENTIN'? 3 Bedroom, 1,
heat and air, fenced in yard, carport, dishwasher, built-in
range and oven, exhaust fan and carpet throughout. It's at
1509 Belmont. Only $20,800. If you can find a better buy we
want to know where.-MOVE IN YESTERDAY-Three Bedroom brick at 821 N. 19th
St. is ready for immediate occupancy. The home has been
redecorated, is in a quiet neighborhood and is great for a
growing family. Price has been reduced, too!
WOULD YOU LIKE QUIET COUNTRY LIVING? 3 minutes
from town in an attractive 3 bedroom home at a price to fit
even the skinniest pocketbook? Conveient kitchen-den
combination has pecan paneling, built-in stove. Look at the
other equally attractive features of this home and grab it up
befort your brother-in-law beats you to it.

WOULD 5 ACRES OF LAND WITH A REAL NICE 3
bedroom brick home turn you on? It should. House has den,
modern kitchen with built-in range and oven, electric heat.
Located on Hwy. 94 East. It can be bought for 821,500.00. If
you like country living, you will like this one.

PROFESSIONALLY DECORATED 4 BEDROOM dream
EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
house. Master bedroom suite with private dressing room,
Orders
/
1
2
'1.75
NEW DOUBLE Wide mobile
color TV,air conditioned, electric'
den with fireplace, formal dining room, lovely drapes
large
hod*. Only 86,395.00. Financing
Child's
heat. $100.00 per month, deposit
Plate
carpeting. The setting is a large lot with big beautiful
'1.25
and
on spot. Plenty of other mobile
required. Phone 753-7358.
trees. It would be very hard to build all this for the price of
TFC homes
to choose from. Bill's
841,000.00. We can arrange an appointment for you.
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
THREE BEDROOM, bath and 4t Beltline Highway, Paducah,
Ky.,
NEW! SHINEY! SPOTLESS' Has central heat and air, 3
Cape Cod house, full basement, 03-6150.
028C
On Hwy. 68 in Aurora, Ky.
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen with all built-ins, 2 car garage.
newly
decorated.
Near
Buy now and pick out your carpets and colors. Next best
University. Located 501 North COMPLETE
KENNEL
to building your own. Unbelievably priced at $25,000.00.
thing
16th. Phone Benton 527-7542 after disperse'. Poodles, stud
PUMPKINS
UNUSED
.
KIDS get your
MEN'S three speed
dogs,
5:00p.m.
026P females and two bred females. Halloween pumpkins at the Pete Derailleur bike, with light and\
WHEN YOU WALK UP TO THE DOOR - This house radiates
Selling at a low price. Phone 1- Henson Farm,two miles South of touring bag. $50.00. Handmade,
security.
Constructed. with the best of materials, plus loving
TWO BEDROOM hitiiiithed - or 901-247-5502.
town
on
wooden
old
Murray
camper
and
for
Paris
8'
bed pickup,
028C
care. All very spacious rooms, 2 baths, 3 bedrooms, many
Unfurnished apartMents-rentral
Road.' •
- -027P $50.00. Baby crib with mattress,
closets, fireplace in pleasing den, and a kitchen that delights
heat and air. Good location. MODEL 72 Allis Chalmers
pads and sheets, potty chair.
, the gourmet in you. Garage space for 4 cars. This
Available October 1. Phone 753- combine. Good condition. Price PRIVATE COLLECTION of Phone 713-4783r
026C
Magnificient home is-located on 2 acres of lend east of
4331.
TFC reasonable. Phone 753-5451 or Beam Bottles for sale, including
Murray. Owner is leaving town and home can be plifehased
Cardinal,
TWO
Kentucky
FEMALE
Derby,
Collie
puppies,
3
after 5:00p.m. call 753-2934. 027C
for much less than it can be rebuilt. If you like fine homes,
Kentucky
months
State,
etc.
old,
Prefer
sell
mother
registered.
FURNISHED HOUSE for college
call us now.
girls, one block from University. NEW BEDSIDE stand, un- entire collection as unit. Call 753- 810.00 each. Phone 753-9281. 026C
1652.
0211C
Available November 1. Phone painted, $8.00, painted, 812.00.
THE THEME-SOUTHERN LIVING: Setting: Two story
1966-860 FORD twin screw, 5 and
753-4974.
TFC Also have Christmas cards, tie on
colonial on Dudly Street. Properties: Living room, with
gift cards. Phone 753-1712.027NC TWO WHEEL utility trailer, 3 speed. 220 Cununins. One
fireplace, formal dining room, family room with fireplace,
owner.
Can
be
seen
at
Midway
factory built. Phone 436-5431 after
TWO BEDROOM house, 9th and
large kitchen, utility room, bath and double car garage. All
Vine, Unfurnished. 175.00 per GIRL'S COATS, size 6X thru 10. 5:00p.m.
026P Truck Stop on Hazel Highway.
this on the first level. 4 bedrooms, bath and half and large
Would consider taking good car
month. Possession immediately. Girl's clothes, size 8 thru 12.
play room on the second level. Why don't you complete the
in
on
trade.
027P
Phone Bob Miller, 753-2920. 028C Phone 753-1338.
027? AKC REGISTERED German
setting by moving in.
Shepherd puppies. Phone 436FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished apart5624.
026P FOUR BEDROOM farm house
TREES-BIRDS--SOIITUDE! Sherwood Forest is the
Must be moved from property. To
ment at 502 Elm Street. Two
place. Kitchen has it all-even a compactor. How about
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
see
go
94
west,
turn South on
bedroom mobile home on 641, two living
STARTER COON dogs and good
popcorn from your modern fireplace in the den. 3 large
room, kitchen, bathroom
raobit dogs. Also 15' runabout Johnny Robertson Road, first
miles South. Phone 753-4645 after with shower and bath.
bedrooms, 2 baths, deepest shag carpet you ever walked on,
One or two,
house on left, or phone 753-7423
4:00 p.m., or anytime Saturcentral heat and air and priced at less than $28,000.00. Can
bedrooms. Ziminerman- Apart- boat. Phone 436-5642 after 6:00 after 5:00p.m.
028?
day.
p.m.
030C
028C ments, South 16th
you believe it? We can arrange a loan for you.
Street, 7536609.
November7C REFRIGERATOR, also
TWO BEDROOM 10' wide trader.
two FIVE REGISTERED Jersey
CHILDREN WOULD LOVE THE FENCED backyard with
wringer washers in good con- heifers, from 14 to 16 months old.
Also 8' wide two bedroom trader.
trees. MOTHER would enjoy the built-in range and disposal.
NICE
MOBILE home on private dition. Phone 753-6582.
028P
Close to campus. Phone 753026C Phone 489-2608.
DAD would like the price. ALL would like the 3 bedroom,
5375.
carpet and carport. Check on this one.
028C lot near University. Air, con
ditioned, electric heat, carpeted. TWO FEMALE Beagles. Good CARPORT SALE, continues at
Phone 7534949 or 753-6044. 031C hunting dogs. Phone 753801 North 19th Street. New items
PERFECTION AT IT'S BEST for under $30,000.00 in Meadow
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, two
added daily.
6051.
Green Acres. Central heat and air compliment the excellent
026C
026C
bedrooms. Couple or couple and NICE 10' wide
two bedroom
decor of this spacious 3 bedroom with 7 closets. Compact,
one child. Washer and dryer hook mobile home,
located in 4***************************
convenient and complete kitchen. Best of all, it's ready to be
up. Phone 753-7486.
028C University Heights Mobile Home
moved into tomorrow.
Park. Reasonable. Phone 7536406 or 753-1566.
EVERYTHING GOES - EXCEPT THE SWEET
031C * EXTRA SPECIAL: Beautiful
MUSIC
potato
mobile home, already set up
patch. Rooms galore, 2 baths, aluminum siding and
extra
Excellent
Riviera
condition.
Courts.
at
*
Ready
to
turn
the
*
APARTMENT FOR two or three
deep lot. Perfect for the family on the grow.
people. Rent $90.00 per month, * key and move in. 12'x65', 1971 Kingswood. Total electric,
Music 1.•ssons
utilities extra. If interested phone * central air and heat, garbage disposal, carpet and house
Professional teachers of
* type furniture. Two bedrooms, two full baths, large
Piano, organ, voiCe, guitar,
HARD TO FIND EVERYTHING YOU WANT in a house for
753-1537 or 753-7778.
031C •
accordion, drums and band
* awning and concrete slab. Everything you could want in a
less than 824,000.00? You have come to the right ad. Central
instruments. .1 8. B Music
heat and air, kitchen with all built-ins, drapes, patio with gas
Center, Murray. KY- 753NICE TWO bedroom house, * mobile home. No sales tax to pay.
7515.
l's baths, 3 bedrooms, trees and large lot. It's your
living room with dining area,
Phone ...
money, invest it wisely in this cute thing.
kitchen,garage. Phone 7532770.
027C
Pianos -Organs
THIS inTLE 3 BEDROOM BRICK has a large family room753-6734
See why more people buy
kitchen combination, with built-in range and oven. Electric
Wurlitzer than any other
TWO BEDROOM furnished
heat,fenced back yard. Priced at $23,500.00. Excellent neighpiano
Sales-Service-Rental
purchase. Practice piano and
borhood.
duplex apartment, $110.00 plus
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols 1961 CHEVROLET
studios. Jill Music Center,
pickup
utilities
truck,
per
month.
Couple
or
Murray, Ky. 75.3-7575.„.
in Kentucky. No increase in long
wheel base with top, 8300.00.
couple and one child only. Phone
ADDED INCOME OR A PLACE FOR THE "folks" to live in
prices. Country Boy Stores, Also
wheelchair, in good con753-4599 or 753-1351: 1 031C Army
not with. All conveniently located on Locust Drive. 4
but
Surplus, 9 miles from dition,$10.00.
Phone 753- •
bedrooms completely carpted, 2 baths, large kitchen, den
Never on Monday
Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky 6948.
and living room. 1 bedroom apartment joins house with
026?
NEW YORK IUPD- HOUSE: TWO bedrooms down, 117 and 164. Open Sunday
until
Quarterback Roger Staubach one upstairs, basement, garage, 4:00p.m.
another efficiency apartment upstairs. Could not be
027C TWO BEDROOM
of the world champion Dallas electric heat. Stove and
duplicated at this price.
12'x40' trailer,
Cowboys is playing "Monday refrigerator furnished or not. At
carpeted throughout. Furnished.
REGISTER
ED
POINTERS. Phone
Night 'Football"-every night 410 South
753-5959 after 6;00
12th. 885.00 month. Finest
of the week but Monday.
bloodlines available.
p.m.
Phone
Calvert
City
395-7478
for
Hoge: who will be out of
02SP
Phone 753-5233 after 6:00
action most of the season appointment after 4:00 p.m. 026C
027P
because of an exhibition game
USED BALDWIN Spinet piano
injury, is sports director of TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x51',
Aurora games, developers of • electric heat, air conditioned. MILLER WALKING or work Used Baldwin organ, used
oxfords. Lady's navy, size 6-B. Baldwin grand piano.
new electronic battle-board Storage building
Lonardo
and water Never been worn.
game called "Monday Night
,2 price. Phone Piano Company. across -from
furnished.
Near
Coldwater
on
Football."
753-1313.
027C Post Office, Paris,Tema
"I play it every night of the Highway 121. 855.00 per month.
week, with everybody who Phone 489-2513.
026C
TWO EXTRA nice air condrops by to set MP. he said.
"Every night but Monday. TWO BEDROOM house, fur- ditioned 10' wide mobile homes. BALDWIN PIANOS. Seal toThen I watch the ARC nished and two bedroom trailer. Your choice for 62300.00, or purchase plan. Isinardo Piano
Monday night Kama-of the
Company, across from Post
Phone 753-6846, or 753-9056 after 84300.00 for pair. Phone 753-1566
week."
Office, Paris,T an.
or
753-6406.
027C
3:00 p.m.
026C

Kentucky Lake Lodge Restaurant

FOR SALE

Neal Starks Mobile Homes

COUNTRY LIVING-THIS ONE STORY 3 bedroom ranch
has a large bath with _2 lavatories,eat in kitchen, carport, and
sets on large half acre lot. Let us sbOw you this one.
SOME GOOD NEWS AND SOME BAD. The good news is this
new home is ready for living. 3 bedrooms, carpet, built-in
range and the yard is enclosed. The bad news: We only have
one like it. Let us deliver the keys.

A LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY within 2 miles of city limits. A
3 bedroom brick, with fully equipped kitchen, including
refrigerator. All located on approximately 1 acre near
fairgrounds. CONVENIENT TO TOWN, TO SCHOOL, TO Church, to the
university. What else would a younger or senior couple desire
in this 2 bedroom home with a fireplace.
JNCOME AND COMMERCIAL
105 AND 107 N.6TH STREET-Make it what you want.
Would
make great office buildipg. Extremely well built. Priced
right. Give us a call, we'll put you in business!
A DUPLEX THAT'S LESS THAN TWO YEARS OLD. Each
unit is leased for one year and brings in $260 per month. It's
located on Wiswell Road in the best part of town. Has central
heat and air. Each side has 2 bedrooms. It's just another
opportunity to make money'
FRIED CHICKEN PLACE OR CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS-Prime business location on Chestnut. Lot is 100'I 400'
with large building. Restaurant Equipment goes, too! Don't
wait till after the election to see this.
DO YOU WANT MORE THAN SIX PERCENT? Then take a
look at this house that has been converted to 3 apartments.
It's at 306 S. 16th St. and the outside looks rough, however,
the inside looks much better. It is grossing over 15 percent.
Call, buy, and start making mooey now!

- --rsti-MAIN-ETREIC141 units.each h.81bitab
_ aX.and bath, and

air conditioned. Designed for students and-bririgi'ill alninSt
8600 per month. It's been kept in good shape, and stays
rented. Don't call for an appointment unless you like
profits!!

GROW HOGS. All you need is this farm. 20 acres are already
under fence. Has house, additional acreage suitable for
pasture. It's on blacktop near Pottertown.
A FARMER'S FARM. 100 acres Northwest of
Kirksey. Farm
has been brought to a high state of cultivation
Had 2 crops
this year. There's no house-just land.
1117 PER ACRE that's all it takesto buy this 75
acre farm in
Southeast Calloway County. We'll take you
there. All you
have to do is call for appointment.

00.00 REWARD
Mftrmatme leading
stiction of person or
Folved in the van
Calloway County H
Saturday night,Octo
bove any informati•
'contact Sheriff Clyd
Principal Howard Cr
tendon.
ICkI,LY'S TER/Art
0:intro', phone 753-39
poi Street. "Ever
lay lets bugs ha',"'
ay."
MALL WORLD EL

307 N. 9th 7
RADIO, TELE
SMALL APPL
SALES & SE
SP6CIALIZING IN
RADIO REPAIR
'cOLLECTOR'S
opening Sunday, 1.
4ays, 9:00 a.
Tuesday and Th
:00-9:00. Highway
fairgrounds.

Judy's
Sh
Jenefer Leann
safely and S
will be back
Judy's Bea
beginning M
tober 30th.
Bel-Air Sho
Phone 7
AUTOS F

1969 DODGE
edition. V8, po
air, canary y
vinyl top,
upholstery. G
condition. Ph
30 p.m.

1966 FORD
'drive. Phone 7

KENTUCKY LAKE-30 acres of beautifully wooded
land
near Little Oaks. Joins T.V.A. land. Only $10,500.

'1967 DODG
Maroon, blac
,automatic. Ph
5:00p.m.

800 FEET OF HIGHWAY FRONTAGE. 26
acres in all. one
third clear, two thirds wooded. Just a
short distance from
Kenlake on 94 East.
MINI-FARM--- Vs acres on College
Farm Road extended. It
has 1 barn and 4 small ponds. It's only $3,750.00.

LOTS-In Kirksey: Sherwood Forest:
Dudley St.; Richland:
Loch Lomond Dr.; 94 East; Oakdale
Dr.; Sycamore Ext.;
Chapel Hill; N. 18th St.; N. 16th St.
WANT A LARGER PLACE. Here's 15 acres
ialear Morgan's
Boat Dock. Only 82,500.00.
LOTS Cypress Creek Road; Lakeway Shores;
Pine Bluff
Shores; Panorama Shores; Wooded; Lakefront;
whatever
you want.
GET AWAY FROM IT All,in a cabin on a point
overlooking
Kentucky Lake and with water on three sides. An
unequalled
view of Kentucky Lake. Cabin has kitchen, living
room with
large fireplace. 2 bedrooms, and a large screened
front porch
across entire front. Plenty of room to add a boat
dock. A year
around place. Possession-Immediate! Price-G
oing higher!

home
home
home
home

1967 PONTI
' like new. Ne
new. Phone 7
1971 VEGA;
condition. Co

LAKE PROPERTY

753-4342
Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,
Ron Talent
C. Bailey Hendricks

4

Charles Hale

ALL TILLABLE-100 acres is almost t4 of Kirksey. Top farm
land. Available now.

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING
Phone

r

t

•/' 967 PLYMO
door, 273 mot
Phone 753-3125.

FARMS

DONALD R. TUCKER, Realtor
Associates:

;THE DEMOCRATIC Pi
)out labor, farmers,
sinessrnen. Vote th
mocratic ticket on

OUT CLOSE TO STELLA WE HAVE A 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick home on acre of land. Real attractive, cozy and short
minutes from town. You will like it.

BIG FAMILY? BIG DEN WITH FIREPLACE at 1302 Kirkwood would be ideal for you. Lots of kitchen cabinets, loads of
closet space, 2 big baths, 3 bedrooms, central heat and air. If
you like nice things, lots of storage, lots of room, you'll like
this one.

NEAR BACKUSBURG-Home and 85 acres, at a price you
can't beat anywhere. Home is four bedroom frame with full
basement and fireplace. Land needs work but has great
possibilities. It's a- lot more than you would expect for less
then $20,000. If you don't call don't say you never had a
chance to buy a bargain.

SERVICES OFFER!

CLOTHING, SHOES, electric
heater, antiques, other items.
Can be seen any afternoon at 618
Broad Extended.
027C

HOME HUNTERS!

floor Ibists, 16" apart mounted on 4)(6 penta-treatad skids

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

phone 753-4910
phone 753-8958
phone 753-1607
phone 753-7638

CHEVROLE
checker st
Good rubber
382-2163.

HAMMON
pedalboard
'Console. U
sacrifice.
Mounds. Ill

Alu

The
10

•
• 1970 KA
•,"- 8550.
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IT'S EASY

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

LE
OES, electric
other items.
fternoon at 611
027C

WANT-ADS

oom, 2 bath
ozy and short
oom ranch
, carport, and

**

news is this
arpet, built-in
We only have

at 1302 Kirkbinets, loads of
heat and air. If
, you'll like

CARPET-LINOLEUM installations and repairs, all types.
Residential or commercial. For
free estimate phone 4362124.
November1C

026C

Raspberry'.
OPENING
SOON!
00.00 REWARD offered for
Infoi(nation leading _to_ the_SonViction of person or persons involved in the vandalism at
alloway County High School,
Saturday night, October 21. If you
be ye any information you may
Contact Sheriff Clyde Steele, or
principal Howard Crit-..
027C
tendon.

WILL DO any type of carpenter
work, small or large jobs. Free
estima4. Phone 753November6NC
7955.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

HIT'S 13-IE5E KISSINGER EXPENSE
ACCOJNT5. 'TELL HIM TO TONE 11-IEM DOWN
UKTIL. AFIER 11-fE ELECTION.
AUCTION SALE

'LLY'S TERMITE and Pest
ntrol, phone 753-3914, 100 South.
Street. "Every day you
,
lay lets bugs have their
TFC
Y."

AUCTION SALE

4

of city limits. A
hen, including
1 acre near
Church, to the
or couple desire

ou want, Would
11 built. Priced
RS OLD. Each
per month. It's
wn. Has central
t"s just another
N HEADQUAR. Lot is 100' x 400'
goes, too' Don't
NT/ Then take a
to 3 apartments.
rough, however,
over 15 percent.

hen and bath, and

ings
shape, and stays
unless you like

acres are already
eage suitable for

at of Kirksey Farm
vation. Had 2 crops
this 75 acre farm in
you there. All you
if Kirksey. Top farm
tifully wooded land
y $10,500.
. 26 acres in all, one
short distance from

rm Road extended. It
$3,750.00.

dley St.; Richland;
Dr.; Sycamore Ext.;
5 acrevear Morgan's
ay Shores; Pine Bluff
Lakefront; whatever
on a point overlooking
ee sides. An unequalled
When, living room with
ge screened front porch
add a boat dock. A year
! Price-Going higher

for

ne 753-4910
ne 753-8958
ne 753-1607
ne 753-7638

TUNING-Repair
PIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753November21C
8911.

MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS

307 N. 4th

753-6091

RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES 8. SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN CB & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

GENERAL HOUSE, wiring
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate
•
COLLECTOR'S
CORNER. 436-2159, Jim.
November 27P
opening Sunday, 1:00-6:00, week4aYs, 9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
UNCUMBERED MATURE lady
:Tuesday and Thursday nights,
companion
.,:00-9:00. Highway 121 West, next wants live in job as
with elderly lady. Will do light
, • fairgrounds.
028C
house work. Best of references,
Phone Mrs . O'Leary 4892364.
028C

Judy's Beauty
Shop
Jenefer Leann has arrived
safely and Sherre Parker
will be back to work at
Judy's Beauty Salon
beginning Monday, October 30th.
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-5802

HAZEL TIRE Service at Hazel,
Ky., will antifreeze and check
your car for the winter for $4.95.
Istatallany sizesnow tire cap with
a full guarantee for only $12.95,
each, plus old tire. 492-8708. N IC
TUTORING IN high school Or
Junior high English or History, by
former high school English
teacher.'Phone 753-9458.
NIC
WILL DO Ironing, 15 cents each
piece.,Phone 753-1733.
028C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

'BY OWNER; four bedroom
,home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
and Middle Schools. Priced to
sell. Bank loan available to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC

THANK YOU!!

BULLDOZEB_ WORK, trucking,
also bank graia, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
or 354-8161 after 5;00 p.m.
TFC
EXPERIENCED baby-sitter will
keep children in my home, while
mothers work or attend school.
Phone 753-5425.
026P

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

LOST, SMALL brown and white 60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
short haired dog. Reward. Phone brick house, 8 miles south of
753-7974 after 3:00 p.m.
027C Murray, on Highway 121. Day
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436$50.00 REWARD for the return of 5489.
TFC
.
Settetrh feright
male ewairtht
listohoed
.v.I.Engta
ithe
THREE BEDROOM brick, bath
027C and '-z, on about lk-z acre lot. Has
James Fulton, 437-4328.
FHA transferrable loan. Four
SITUATIONS WANTED
miles from Murray. Phone 753FOR SALE OR TRADE
MATURE MALE adult desires 8202.
030C yivE ROOM HOUSE with bath,
located in Tri City, newly
1971 VOLKSWAGEN, like new. general office work. Experienced
Would trade for 1965 or older - Dependable - Native of Murray. 40 ACRE FARM, northwest of redecorated and completelx
Call 753-3268 after 4:30 p.m. 026P Kirksey. Phone 753-1999 or 753- carpeted, electric heat. On nice
Volkswagen. Gilbertsville, Route
5874.
026P shady lot. For appointment phone
1, phone 362-4348.
030P
FOR SALE OR RENT
Paul C. Ray,328-8319.
028C
THREE BEDROOM brick home
THREE-BEDROOM frame. with Ps baths, built-in ap- ,BY OWNER; Reduced, three
1964 VW,Good condition. Call 753- house. Located on South 15th St. pliances, plenty of closets. bedroom brick at 1106 South 16th
9761.
025P Newly panelled. Also has garage Outside storage building and Street. $20,000.00. Phone 753apartment. Phone 753-3040. 031P patio. Phone 753-5287.
031C 1668.
TFC

October 27th & 28th

Charles Hale

LOST & FOUND

7534916

AUCTION SALE, every Friday
night, at 641 Auction House, three
miles north of Paris. Another
'iod hial 1mm St. I niit• .
niture, glass, china and antiques.
Auctioneer Shorty McBride-247
and James E. Travis-278.
1TC

FOR SALE

1

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...
AUCTION SALE

Another View°

SCISSORS SHARPENED
Murray Home & Auto
THE DEMOCRATIC Ptrty cares
, about labor, farmers, hnd small
businessmen. Vote the straight
emocratic ticket on November

THURSDAY-OCTOBER 26, 1972

Auction
HAZEL AUCTION House, Hazel, Kentucky, Saturday,
October 28, 7:50 p.m. Old dressers, beds,chairs, tables,
nice cedar lined wardrobe, electric heaters, school
desks, milk cans, metal storage cabinet,-horse collars,
cookware, radios, electric razors, large selection of
good glass, grab boxes. Numerous other items not
mentioned.
Wilson & Thompson Auction Service.
Wayne Wilson Auctioneer. Charles Thompson Apprentice Auctioneer.

AUCTION

Sat., Nov. 4-1:00 p.m.

53 ACRE FARM
Location: 0.7 mile East of Murray at junction of
Highway 94 and McCuiston Road.
ALL FERTILE BOTTOM LAND
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance upon
delivery of deed within 30 days.
Possession: With Deed
,
Owner -4taifert R5-Rhodes._

On-This occasion, the 4th Anniversary of our entering
the Real Estate business, we wish to express our mostsincere
Thanks to the many customers we have been permitted to
serve. To all others who have not availed yourselves of our
services, we extend a cordial invitation to visit with us and
discuss your Real Estate needs.
NEARLY COMPLETED 4-BEDROOM home in Canterbury
Estates. Has 2'7 ceramic baths, kitchen with all built-ins,
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, fireplace in the .
family room, formal dining room, large foyer with an Open
staircase, double garage and a large lot.
. THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1615 Locust Drive.
Has a carpeted living room, large kitchen-family room,
utility room, 1'7 baths, carport and an 80'x200' lot. Owners
will trade for farm property.
. PARTIALLY COMPLETED 2-BEDROOM frame cottage
near the lake, in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. Has
provisions for a fireplace and kitchen built-ins. Completing
this would be a good project for the do-it-yourself type carpenter.
ATTRA(7TIVEI,Y DECORATED 2-BEDROOM BRICK home
at 1502 Henry Street. Has a large living room, kitchen-dining
room, bath, utility room, carport, attic storage, brand
new
shag wall to wall carpeting throughout, kitchen range, air
conditioner and draperies.
COMPLETELY REMODELED 4-room home with aluminum
- siding. Interior has paneling and wall to wall carpeting.
Located in the center of a one acre tract that has lots of
blacktop frontage.
2 ACRES OR 10 ACRES. We have several tracts of land near
- the Henry-Calloway Golf Course.

11.
AUTOS FOR SALE
85 ACRE CATTLE FARM on Hwy.:614, appraTionately 9
!')
mileTVOM Murray.- 45-acre8- tillat•ie,:raissaing watc,Lyear
-,2967 PLYMOUTH Baracuda, two
around,good fences on 2 sides, numerous good building sites.
door, 273 motor, four speed.
orc GENERAL HOME repairing and
Phone 753-3125.
58 ACRES OF GOOD FARMLAND at the intersection of
- painting. Reasonable. Phone 435Craig Road and Collins Road,approximately 6 miles South of
5173.
NIP
Auctioneer
753-8382
Realtor
Murray. 40 acres tillable, the balance in woods. Blacktop
0969 DODGE Charger, Special
frontage is in excess of 1,000 ft,
edition. V8, power steering and WILL DO ironing, 10 cents per
AUCTION SALE, Saturda;,
HELP WANTED
air, canary yellow with black piece,except curtains. Phone 753028C
October 28, 10:00 a.m., one half . MOBILE HOME LOTS on Blood River Church Road, ad'vinyl top, black
leather 1237.
jacent to Keniana Shores Subdivision. All have a water
, upholstery. Good tires. Excellent
WANTED ALTERATION lady mile west of Lynn Grove, Kensupply
and some have septic tanks already installed. Owner
will
this
Folks,
Hwy.
tucky
94.
on
Condition. Phone 753-8769 after
for local dress shop. Send resume
NOTICE
4:30p.m.
to P.O. Box 144, Murray,Ky.026C be one of the bigger and better - will finance 95 percent of the purchase price at 6 percent
031P
interest.
sales of the year. We were unable
City of Murray property taxes
complete
Burnett
Enos
to
the
WANTED • BABY-SITTER,
LARGE TWO-STORY HOME on Hughes Avenue and 14th
are due. A ten ( 10) per cent
1966 FORD Bronco, 4 wheel
nights. Phone 753-6345,
026C Estate sale the 14th.
Street. Has a full basement, living fiSdin with a fireplace,
penalty will be added to all unThere will be 5 large tables
drive. Phone 75379911.
027C paid tax
dining room,kitchen, 2 baths, 3 bedrooms. At the rear of the
bills November 1. Ocfilled with fine old glass and
property is another building that has 6 rental units that
her 31 is the last day to avoid WANTED PARTNER, must be china, cut, press, depression,
provide a good source of income.
1967 DODGE Coronet 440. the penalty. Taxes are payable at
ambitious, experienced in pes carnival, large collection of salt
Maroon, black vinyl roof, V-8 the office of the City Clerk in
the control, to handle local accounts. and pepper shakers, preserve
FIVE. ROOM'F'RA-ME HOME on State Line Road, Hazel. The
.automatic. Phone 753-1319 before City Hall Building. The Clerk's
Established company. Phone stands, water sets, fine old
house has been remodeled recently and is a good buy at
027C office
5:00 p.m.
is open each Saturday in Bowling Green, Ky., 781-6377 or kerosene lamps, alladin, old
$5,500. Orchard lot next door can be bought for an additional
October from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Louisville, Ky.,361-3343.
028C lanterns, and lotf more.
61,000.
1967 PONTIAC, all power, just Noon.
030C
Mr. Ray JorBon has moved
' like new. New tires. Runs like
NEARING COMPLETION - A 3-bedroom brick home in
into his new home and will have a
new. Phone 753-2653.
0304'
COOKS HELPER, night shift, no large lot of antique collector
Puryear Heights Subdivision. Has l'2 ceramic baths, built-in
If You
phone calls. Apply Colonial items to sell. Oak dressers and
range, oven and hood in the kitchen-family room, central
1971 VEGA, four speed. Sharp
House Smorgasbord.
TFC washstands, trunks, kettles, jars,
heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, carport and a 100'x2I2'
condition. Contact 753-5093. 026('
lot.
jugs, irons, old tin doored and
Phone.EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT walnut pie safes, church pew,
Program. 75 year old company hand tools, rotary tiller, concrete - GOOD STURDY TWO-BEDROOM shingled house in the
CHEVROLET TANDEM truck,
will hire 3 college men for the mixer with electric motor,'has
Southeast section of Hazel. Has city water, sewerage and a
checker steel bed, grain sides
Before 5:00 p.m.
Development been used very little. Nice
Executive
large lot. Dollar for dollar, this is one of the best buys you will
Good rubber;Phone Farmington
Program in the Murray area. All bedroom suite, refrigerator,
find.
028C
, 382-2163,
Of
expense paid Home Office dining room suite, wardrobe, hall
140x198' WOODED lot near Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
training to start in November tree,
rockers,
fancy and
FOR SALE
40 ACRE FARM with a 2-bedroom frame home, in fair
with combined 2 year field modern;living room suite, nice
Between 6:00 p.m. assistant.
condition. located a short distance from the Faxon School.
HAMMOND CONSOLE. Full
Income up to, 613,000 cedar chest, odd chairs, end and
pedalboard, Drawbar, Hammond
Has approximately 30 acres of tillable land.
7:00 p.m. In The second year. For further in- center tables, boat and trailer.
formation write EDP, P.O. Box
!I' Console. Under warranty. Will
Too many good items to list.
Evening
FRAME DUPLEX in a good state of repair, located at 506
sacrifice. Phone
745-6195,
902, Sikeston, Mo.63801.
ITC Come expecting a big sale.
If you know your route
Pine Street. Has a new gas floor furnace and new carpeting
!. Mounds,Illinois.
027C
Ottto
conducted
Sale
by:
boy's number, please call
throughout. fleck our low price on this one.
Chester's Auction Service. For
hun first If you get no
--WANT TO BUY
information call: 435-4042 or 345results then cali John
GENTLY SLOPING 2 ACRE tract with woods and a good
/385, Lynn Grove, Ky. Otto
Pasco , Jr at the above
well. Nice new brick homes on both sides of this property.
WANT
TO BUY good used Chester, Auctioneer, Dan Millis-,
number during the hours
COMMERCIAL LOT on South 4th Street.
trolling motor and good used Apprentice. "It. Pays to Sell the
About Our
listed
depth finder, also vinyl seats for Chester Way". Watch next
boat. Phone 753-3570.
028NC week's paper for a sale in
Aluminum Plates
Coldwater.
02(iP
I. Richard Wayne Oliver,
WANT TO BUY tractor, old
Hazel,
Ky..,
will
not
be
responeach
model, Ford or Ferguson. Phone
sible for any debts other than my
HELP WANTED
028C
own as of this date. October 24, 753-3717 after 5:00 p.m.
The Ledger & Times
1972.
WANTED SOMEONE to 'pick
Richard Wayne Oliver 026P
WANT TO BUY old furniture, and put 13 acres of corn in crib.
103 N. 4th Street
attic junk, or anything of value. $10.00 acre. Phone 753-2542. 0.:71)
Murray, Ky.
WESTERN KENTUCKY needs a Phone 436-2135.
November2IC •
Phone 753-1916
WANTED FULL time couraor
Democratic president and a
girl. Sewing skills essential
Democratic congress. Vote the
straight Democratic ticket on WANT TO BUY used dog house hpply , in person to Big
for large dog. Cheap. Phone 753- Cleaners, Central Shoppin
1970 KAWASAKI 500 Phone 753- November 7.
026C 05.31 after 5:00 p.m.
027(7
8550.
027P Center.
Bob Burke.
TFC

John Randolph Realty
and Auction Co.

64,250 IS THE FULL PRICE for a 3-bedroom frame home in
Hazel. Has city water, sewerage, natural gas. Extra lot next
'door can be purchased for an additional $500.
41*SMALL BUSINESS FOR SALE in the city limits of Murray
For 615,000 the owner will include the property, stock, fix
tures and will work with the new owners during a
training
period.
ts
LOW- PRICED 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME near
_downtown business district. Excellent rate of return is being
received from the rental of this property.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 3-BEDROOM BRICK home at 516
South llth Street. Has hardwood floors and carpeting, central air conditioning, built-in range, oven and hood, di hwasher and disposal, 2 baths, carport, utility room and a
large storage room that could be used as a 4th bedroom.
has a 14'x30' outside storage building
MOBILE HOME LOTS on US-641, approximately 5 miles
South of Murray. Owner will furnish the water supply and
, finance the lots himself with only a_very small downpayment,
RENTAI, APARTMENTS, MOBILE HOMES AND a 4bedroom house provide enough rental income to produce a 22
percent return on the purchaseyrice of the property located
on Hwy. 121, just 1 mile from the Murray City limits. Has the
potential for an even higher rate of return.
PRE-FAB STEEL SHOP BUILDING with 3 deluxe offices, 2
baths, wall to wall carpeting, spacious lobby, 2 acre tract of
land, good well and blaeittop frontage on 2 sides.
ATTRACTIVE- TWO BEDROOM-BRICK home- neer-the
University and Carter School. Has a living room, kiWhen,
utility room, family room, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen
range, air conditioner, draperies.
THREE BEDROOM, TWO-STORY FRAME HOME in
outstanding condition. Has a living room with a fireplace,
formal dining room, kitchen with dining area, utility room.
full bath on the main floor,'2 bath upstairs and a shower stall
in the basement. Has carpeting, central gas heat, draperies,
kitchen range, kitchen table and chairs, disposal, 2 air
conditioners. Take a look at 602 Olive Street and see one of
the better older homes in Murray.
ELEVEN ACRE TRACT of level land with approximately
500 feet of blacktop frontage on the Miller-Hicks Road. An
ideal spot for a nice new home.
SUPERIOR QUALITY CONSTRUCTION throughout the 3bedroom brick home in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision, 2
miles Southeast of Murray. Has central heat and air, large
ceramic bath, hardwood floors, sliding glass doors to the
backyard, large kitchen-family room with built-ins, one car
garage and an outside storage shed. Owners will consider
trade for farm property.

Miss Your Paper

150'x200' WOODE,D lot t the. intersection of Hwy. 94 and
Johnny Robertson Road.

753-1916

TEN ACRE TRACT OF LAND with a good water supply and
plenty of open land. located on the Puryear-Underwood
Crossing Road, approximately 2 miles from Hazel.

753-7278

CALL

NEAR DOWNTOWN MURRAY - Three bedroom brick with
P2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, kitchen range, disposal, full
basement. The two-story floor plan includes a living room.
kitchen-dining area, bath and one bedroom on the main floor
two bedrooms and a half-bath on the second floor
DEVELOPMENT ACRF,AGE. - Six acre of land with
frontage on US-641. just South of the Ky.-Tenn. border.
4'7 ACRE TRACT WITH A 4-BEDROOM
BRICK HOME,
located jusL2 miles Southeast of Murray
on Hwy. 121. Has
built-in` range, double oven, hood and dish
washer, enclosed
back porch, separate garage, city water,
455 ft. frontage on
the higho :ix-

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

25'

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

4th & Maple Streets

Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;

Phone 753-7333

Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson 753-3744
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Army Corps Returns
;15 Prize Money
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William Scull
Kentucky Appearance
Home On Leave

McGovern Considering

Huddleston .
(Continued from Page 1)

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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McGovern Preparing For Debate
With President, Without Nixon

Nunn ...

(Continued from Page])
LEXINGTON, Ky. t AP
PRESTONSBURG, Ky.(AP)
The League of Women Voters
that
the Republicans have as
— Uncle Sam came up with
William W. Scull, SA, United Democratic presidential nomi- helped relay questions to the
many
seats in Congress as posdouble honors last weekend States, Navy, has returned to nee George McGovern is con- studio and Huddleston ansible in order to protect farm
sidering
making
campai
a
gn
during the Red White and Blue the United States from a North
swered them during the live
By R. GREGORY NOKES . dress a rally at a high school William F. Thomas said: "As programs, particularly the
Day here commemorating the Atlantic cruise aboard the flag appearance in Kentucky.
program, in which all four senAssociated Press Writer
before returning to Washington. in the past, we'll oppose the Tobacco program, from Demospirit of Americanism when the ship USS Intrepid. The ship's
Don Mills, editor of The Lex- atorial candidates are particiDemocra
tic
presiden
McGovern, who was in De- subpoena of either our people cratic sabotage.
tial
Sen.
canU.S. Army Corps of Engineers port of calls were Copenhagen, ington Herald, said in a story pating invidivually.
Cook said that realistically
didate
George
McGove
Wednesday, will speak or our unpublished material."
rn,
troit
who
float won third place and a $15 Denmark, Bergen, Norway, from Cleveland that Sen.
Huddleston said he does not
the Republican Party could
—White House press secreprize—but the Corps promptly Rotterdam, Holland, Port- McGovern was asking his aides pretend that he could step im- Wednesday night delivered a today at the University of Iowa
corruption-and-ethics speech on before traveling to Sacramento, tary Ronald L. Ziegler denied a take control of the. Senate
gave it back.
smouth,
England,
and to check the possibility of a mediately into the shoes of national televisi
on, is working Calif.
report in The Washington Post where it needs to pick up only
After pouring over govern- Greenock, Scotland. Between that forthcoming advertisemen
Kentucky's previous great senVice President Spiro T. Ag- that Nixon chief of staff H.R. five seats to pull even with the
ment regulations, Corps attor- these ports, the shop took part ence in Northern Kentucky ators—and he mentioned retir- today on a debate with President Nixon, but without Nixon.
new planned appearances in Haldeman was authorized to Democrats.
neys concluded the money prize in several NATO exercises.
when he brings his campaign to ing GOP Sen. John Sherman
He said he thought the naNo
date
fixed
is
for the so- Wilmington, Del., and Manches- approvepayments from a secret
violated government reguCooper as one.
The ship will be in the states Cincinnati next week.
called debate which will show ter, N.H. Democratic vice pres- campaign fund. He also denied tional news media had unlations, according to Conrad for
But, he indicated, in matters
derestimated what effect a 15
one month for restocking the
films of Nixon statements on idential candidate Sargent the existence of the fund.
Ripley, public information offi- ship's
such as taxes, consumerism,
stores, and will also pick
20 per cent victory by Presito
the
war,
the
econom
y and other Shriver was to campaign in Co—Executive Editor Benjamin
cer for the Huntington office of up some
and environmental protection
new squadrons of jets
dent Nixon could have on conissues,
followed
McGover
by
lumbia,
n's
S.C.,
C.
and
Bradlee
Detroit.
said,
the Corps.
"We
stand by
he will make decisions as a
for an extended cruise to the
gressional and senatorial races.
own views on the same subThere were these develop- our story."
So the check was sent back to Mediter
U.C. senator in the public inranean Sea. The InThe highlight of Nunn's cam(Contin
ued
from
Page
jects.
1)
Nixon
has
delined
ments
facea
in
the
alleged
—Clark
Republi
MacGre
the local Chamber of Comgor,
director
terst
rather than for a narrow
trepid will relieve the USS F.D.
to4ace-debate with McGovern.
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